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Abstract 
Large-scale energy infrastructure projects often spark controversy over possible negative impacts on 
the environment, the local economy, or abutting properties. The transition to clean energy is 
exacerbating these conflicts, since it requires a substantial build-out of new energy infrastructure. In 
this thesis, I use a case study analysis of recent electricity transmission and offshore wind projects in 
New England to examine the key sources of stakeholder opposition and the impact of stakeholder 
conflicts on project outcomes. My four cases include both successful and failed projects: Hydro-
Québec Phase I/II, Northern Pass, Cape Wind, and Vineyard Wind. Drawing on stakeholder 
interviews, public records, and media reports, I find that stakeholder conflicts contributed heavily to 
failed projects and played an important part in shaping the successful cases. The most common 
triggers of stakeholder opposition in these cases are visual and environmental impacts, concerns of 
competing industries, inter-state tensions, and efforts to exercise financial and political influence. I 
evaluate the factors that contribute to successful projects and offer recommendations for energy 
developers, policymakers, and regulators who want to make the energy facility siting process in New 
England more consensus-oriented, with the goal of helping the region accelerate its transition to 
clean energy.     
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1 Introduction: Climate change and energy 
infrastructure  

 
In response to the threat posed by climate change, many governments are attempting to 
transition their energy systems away from conventional fossil fuel generation to lower-
carbon alternatives. Even in the absence of a comprehensive federal climate policy in the 
United States, state and local governments are taking bold policy steps to accelerate the 
transition to clean energy. As of 2019, 28 states plus the District of Columbia have 
renewable portfolio standards, which are policies to mandate a minimum percentage of 
electricity supply from renewable energy sources (National Conference of State Legislatures 
2019). Ten U.S. states and 282 cities and counties have joined the “We Are Still In” coalition 
to signal their continued commitment to achieving the emissions reductions in the Paris 
Climate Agreement, even after President Trump has promised to withdraw the United States 
from the agreement (We Are Still In 2019).  
 
Recent changes in the U.S. electricity system have been shaped by market forces as well as 
public policy. The United States has undergone a significant transition in the electric power 
sector from coal to natural gas (Figure 1–1). The coal-to-gas transition was driven largely by 
the dramatic fall in natural gas prices following the shale gas revolution, as well as increased 
competition from renewable energy sources and federal environmental policies that apply to 
coal plants (Logan et al. 2012). The cost of modern renewable energy sources like wind and 
solar has also decreased dramatically in the last decade, helping to propel them as players in 
the U.S. electricity mix (Figure 1–2). Public policies like the federal investment and 
production tax credits, state-level renewable portfolio standards, and other state incentives 
have also been crucial at supporting the rise of wind and solar as governments promote 
alternatives to fossil fuels.  
 
Although wind and solar combined still represent only 8% of utility-scale electricity 
production in the United States (Figure 1–1), they play a greater role in some states. In 
Texas, for example, wind energy produces 15% of electricity on average each year and, at 
times, peak at more than half of electricity supply (U.S. EIA 2019b; Kleckner 2019). About 
40% of the solar capacity installed in the United States has been in the form of distributed 
generation like rooftop solar, rather than grid-scale facilities (NREL 2019). This distributed 
generation is not accounted for in measurements of grid electricity supply, but it has radically 
transformed electricity supply profiles in places like California where it is widely deployed. 
California has installed almost 8,000 MW of distributed solar in addition to 11,000 MW of 
utility-scale solar capacity (CA Energy Commission 2018).    
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Figure 1–1. U.S. Electricity Generation by Source, 1990-2017 

 
Source: (U.S. EIA 2019a) 
 
Figure 1–2. U.S. Electricity Generation from Wind and Solar, 1990-2017 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Source: (U.S. EIA 2019a) 
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The transition to clean energy is likely to continue in the United States as evidence of the 
economic, environmental, and social harms of climate change mount. However, this 
transition requires a major infrastructure overhaul. Replacing hundreds of fossil fuel power 
plants with clean energy facilities will generate major impacts on the natural and built 
environment. There are ways to incorporate new clean energy facilities within the existing 
built environment, for example by putting solar panels on buildings, co-locating wind 
turbines with agriculture, or siting facilities on brownfields. However, evidence suggests that 
the scale of build-out required to meaningfully address climate change will require significant 
new land areas devoted to renewable energy production (Smil 2015; Palmer-Wilson et al. 
2019; Wu, Torn, and Williams 2015). 
 
The need for a vast new clean energy infrastructure raises concerns since infrastructure is 
increasingly difficult to site and construct in the United States (National Commission on 
Energy Policy 2006). Local opposition and NIMBY (“not in my backyard”) concerns have 
historically been a challenge for siting conventional energy facilities like pipelines and power 
plants. Although renewable energy may enjoy a “halo effect” compared to fossil fuel projects 
because of the climate benefits, these projects are not immune from siting opposition. Even 
in places where there is strong political support for renewable energy, wind and solar 
facilities have faced significant local opposition on aesthetic, environmental, and health 
grounds (Schenk and Stokes 2013). Wind turbines can block scenic vistas and raise health 
concerns about flicker effects and noise from the spinning turbine blades. Solar farms raise 
concerns about environmental damage when sited in sensitive ecosystems. In examples 
across the United States, grassroots groups of concerned residents have emerged to protest 
renewable energy projects (McFetridge 2018; Woody 2010). Some towns, counties, and even 
states have imposed moratoria on new renewable energy projects in response to these 
concerns (Miller 2018; Serreze 2017; Roth 2019).  
 
Constructing renewable energy adds new challenges to the age-old infrastructure siting 
problem. First, renewable energy production requires a larger infrastructure footprint than 
conventional energy resources due to the lower power density of renewable energy (Smil 
2015). Replacing the output of a fossil fuel power plant with wind energy, for example, could 
require a wind farm that covers almost 25 times the area of the fossil fuel power plant 
(Trainor, McDonald, and Fargione 2016). Second, since renewables rely on natural energy 
flows, the technical potential for renewable energy production is not evenly distributed 
across the globe (Lopez et al. 2012). Sunny equatorial regions are much better suited for 
solar energy production than dark northern latitudes, while windy plains and high ridgelines 
are ideal for maximizing wind energy output. Optimizing the production of renewable 
energy from an economic and technical standpoint thus requires siting production facilities 
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in locations with high natural resource availability. However, areas of high renewable 
resource are often far removed from demand centers, requiring new transmission 
infrastructure that further compounds the siting challenge (Brown and Rossi 2010).  
 
The New England region faces particular challenges related to energy infrastructure siting. 
Compared to other parts of the United States, New England is relatively densely populated, 
making competition for land more intense and creating more potential for siting conflicts. 
Facility siting remains largely a state and local power, with limited authority given to federal 
agencies. Since New England is made up of six geographically small neighboring states, 
siting large infrastructure projects in the region often requires coordination between the 
states. This is not always easy given that each state has its own independent regulatory 
agencies and may view the costs and benefits of an infrastructure project differently. 
Although the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) was given so-called 
“backstop” authority to overrule state siting decisions on inter-state transmission projects 
under the 2005 Energy Policy Act, FERC has not been able to successfully invoke this 
authority.  
 
The New England states also share a regional electricity grid and market. Operating this 
shared system is made more complex by the patchwork of state energy policies. New 
England has a history of voluntary cooperation on energy planning dating back to the 
establishment of the New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) in the 1970s. NEPOOL 
coordinated central dispatch of generators across the region and undertook joint planning to 
ensure a reliable and affordable electricity supply. After the restructuring of the electricity 
industry in the 1990s, however, the New England states replaced the central planning model 
with a competitive wholesale electricity market administered by the Independent System 
Operator (ISO) New England. The goal of restructuring was to allow competition between 
power plants to reduce electricity costs for consumers.  
 
ISO New England has successfully operated the regional grid and wholesale market since 
1997, but it has been struggling in recent years with how to administer the market when a 
growing number of resources are receiving out-of-market subsidies from state policies to 
support renewable energy (New England Power Pool 2016). Although the ISO has 
implemented new market mechanisms to try to accommodate “sponsored policy resources,” 
the changes so far represent a short-term fix and do not resolve the underlying problem of 
trying to operate a competitive market when participants are on unequal footing. Ultimately, 
in today’s restructured electricity market, the New England states do not cooperate as closely 
on energy planning as they did when they were part of a centrally-planned electricity system.   
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Transitioning New England’s energy system to be based predominantly on clean energy 
sources creates a major infrastructure challenge. It will not only require local-level 
stakeholder engagement strategies to resolve siting conflicts, but also coordination of the 
state-level policies that increasingly drive infrastructure development in the region. This 
thesis explores these challenges using case studies of high-profile, contentious energy 
infrastructure projects of regional significance in New England. For each case, I present the 
sources of conflict and investigate the role that siting conflicts played in determining project 
outcomes. The results of this research demonstrate that the management of stakeholder 
conflicts can be decisive in determining the success or failure of large-scale infrastructure 
projects in New England. I use my findings to argue for specific actions by energy 
developers, legislators, regulators, and other parties would move the region towards more 
consensus-oriented infrastructure development. The ultimate goal of this research is to 
provide policy and planning solutions that help achieve a rapid and equitable transition to 
clean energy in New England.  
 
The following section in this chapter introduces my four case studies. In chapter 2, I discuss 
the evolution of the siting regulatory process in the United States and explore theories of 
public dispute resolution in the context of large energy infrastructure projects. In chapter 3, I 
explain my case study methodology and describe my research process. In chapter 4, I present 
the results from each of my case studies, including the sources of stakeholder conflict and 
relative contribution of stakeholder conflict to project outcomes. In chapter 5, I synthesize 
the results of the four cases to identify common sources of conflict and drivers of project 
success. Drawing from this analysis, in chapter 6 I recommend actions for developers, 
regulators, legislators, and organizations in New England that would improve the process of 
energy infrastructure planning and siting. I conclude in chapter 7 with a discussion of the 
future outlook for energy siting in the region and beyond.  
 

1.1 Case studies: Wind and wires  
 
My case studies cover two types of energy projects: inter-state transmission lines and 
offshore wind farms. These energy technologies are currently prioritized in the 
decarbonization strategies of the New England states. Massachusetts has pursued a state 
energy policy that relies heavily on offshore wind and imports (via transmission) of clean 
energy, primarily hydroelectricity from Quebec, to achieve its emissions reduction goals in 
the electricity sector (Commonwealth of Massachusetts 2015). As the most populous New 
England state responsible for almost half of the region’s electricity demand (ISO New 
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England 2018), Massachusetts policies play a key role in shaping the regional electricity 
system. Rhode Island and Connecticut have also recently conducted large state 
procurements for offshore wind (Spiegel 2018; Kuffner 2018). ISO New England anticipates 
significant new transmission upgrades will be needed in the region to accommodate the 
increase in utility-scale renewable energy generation and move energy from distant 
generation sites to demand centers (ISO New England 2019).  
 
For each project type, I include one contemporary and one historical case (Table 1-1). My 
two contemporary case studies, Vineyard Wind (offshore wind) and Northern Pass 
(transmission), are ongoing, high-profile projects that could have a major influence on the 
electricity supply and related emissions in New England over the coming years. Both 
projects were also part of a Massachusetts clean energy procurement process initiated by the 
state legislature in 2016. The two historical case studies, Hydro-Québec Phase I/II 
(transmission) and Cape Wind (offshore wind), provide important precedent that set the 
stage for the later cases. This set of case studies includes completed, abandoned, and 
ongoing projects to allow for a comparison of the drivers that lead to project success or 
failure.  
 
In the context of this research, I define a successful project as one that: 1) completes 
construction in a timely way and delivers roughly the planned amount of electricity to 
customers over its lifespan; and 2) produces stable agreements for siting, permitting, and 
contracts such that the project developer faces no ongoing litigation related to the project. 
The first criterion reflects the straight-forward expectation that an energy project must 
deliver energy to customers as planned. The second criterion is drawn from the public 
dispute resolution literature and Susskind and Cruikshank’s (1987) discussion of stability as a 
key attribute of a successful negotiated agreement. To be successful, the project terms must 
be feasible to implement and endure over time. The agreement must also satisfy the relevant 
stakeholders such that they do not pursue litigation as an alternative after a perceived loss in 
negotiations.  
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Table 1-1. Summary of case studies 

 Historical case Contemporary case 
Inter-state 
transmission 

Hydro-Québec Phase I/II 

§ Developer: New England Electric 

(now National Grid) 

§ Status: Completed & operational 

§ Timeline: Permitting begun 1984; 

Completed & online 1990 

§ Location: 120 miles from Canadian 

border in VT through VT, NH, and 

MA  

§ Power rating: 1,400 MW (HVDC) 

§ Cost: $547 million  

Northern Pass 

§ Developer: Eversource  

§ Status: Possibly fatal setbacks; final 

outcome uncertain 

§ Timeline: Permitting begun 2010, 

crucial permit denial in early 2018, 

contract termination March 2018  

§ Location: 192 miles from Canadian 

border to Deerfield, NH  

§ Power rating: 1,090 MW (HVDC)  

§ Cost: $1.4 billion 

Offshore wind Cape Wind 

§ Developer: Cape Wind Associates 

LLC 

§ Status: Abandoned 

§ Timeline: Permitting begun 2001, 

power purchase contracts cancelled 

2015, company folded 2017 

§ Location: Federal waters in 

Horseshoe Shoal, Nantucket Sound 

§ Power rating: 468 MW nameplate 

capacity with 3.6 MW turbines 

§ Cost: Project cost $2.6 billion, 

contract price $187/MWh 

Vineyard Wind 

§ Developer: Vineyard Wind LLC (joint 

venture of Avangrid & Copenhagen 

Infrastructure Partners) 

§ Status: On-track for construction start 

in 2019 

§ Timeline: Permitting begun 2017, 

power purchase contract in 2018  

§ Location: Federal waters off southern 

coast of Martha’s Vineyard (BOEM 

lease area 501) 

§ Power rating: 800 MW nameplate 

capacity with 9.5 MW turbines 

§ Cost: Project cost $2 billion, contract 

price $65/MWh 
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2 The energy siting challenge 
 
From a planning and policy perspective, there are several factors that make siting energy 
infrastructure projects challenging. Energy facilities can be “locally unwanted land uses” 
(LULUs). LULUs are facilities that provide a public good, but generate unwanted impacts on 
the host community. Common examples of LULUs are landfills, sewage treatment plants, 
prisons, halfway houses, power plants, and transmission lines. Siting LULUs is challenging 
and many projects are met with local opposition. Local communities that mobilize to oppose 
the siting of a LULU are often characterized as “Not In My Backyard” (NIMBY) agitators 
motivated by self-interest to oppose the provision of a public good. The strategy and attitude 
of the energy developer and regulators towards the community and the siting process can 
serve to either ameliorate the conflict or fan the flames of opposition. 
 
Government agencies often serve as the convener of debate around a siting process by 
hosting statutorily-required public hearings. Energy facility siting today is largely a state 
power in the United States, although local and federal governments play important roles as 
well. Energy infrastructure projects produce costs and benefits that are unevenly distributed 
geographically, which can create tensions between different levels of government and their 
conflicting mandates and jurisdictions. In New England and many other parts of the United 
States, this tension expands to include relations between neighboring states if the project is 
of regional significance. The conflicting interests of different government actors complicates 
the regulatory and political environment in which energy facility siting takes place.  
 
This chapter explores these drivers of the energy facility siting challenge to provide context 
and inform my case study analysis. First, I outline the history of the energy regulatory 
process, explaining the context in which it emerged and how it has evolved in response to 
industry restructuring and public policy to address climate change. Next, I explain the 
challenge of siting locally-unwanted land uses (LULUs) and complicate the narrative around 
“Not In My Backyard” (NIMBY) opposition. Finally, I present the consensus-building 
approach to facility siting, explore how it can help resolve contentious project disputes, and 
review its record in the field.   
 

2.1 Evolution of the siting regulatory process 
 
Siting of energy facilities in the United States is overseen by state siting boards. The 
establishment of state siting boards occurred during a period of increased state interest in 
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land use in the 1970s. Planning scholars have described a “quiet revolution” of states taking 
control over land use decisions back from local governments during the 1960s and 70s 
(Bosselman and Callies 1971). While locally governments had historically retained control 
over land use through their zoning power, states had grown concerned about how these 
local decisions failed to account for regional and state-wide implications (Callies 1994). States 
began to exert control in the form of state-wide growth management plans that sought to 
control sprawl and protect environmental integrity (Callies 1994). States also began to 
designate development projects over a certain size as “developments of regional impact” 
that, even if they occurred within the bounds of one municipality, required review by a 
regional or state commission (Morris 1996). The Cape Cod Commission, for example, is a 
regional planning body established by Massachusetts state statute in 1990 with the power to 
“review and regulate developments of regional impact” in the Cape Cod region 
(Massachusetts General Court 1990).  
 
In the 1970s, the electricity industry was still vertically-integrated and electric utilities 
conducted centralized planning to determine the need for new generation and transmission 
facilities. Newly created state siting boards were charged with reviewing the environmental 
and economic appropriateness of the projects utilities proposed (Tierney and Hibbard 2002). 
For instance, one of the New Hampshire siting board’s first cases was to review the 
Seabrook nuclear power plant, the second largest generation facility in New England. The 
1970s were characterized by a wave of large power plant constructions, which utilities saw as 
in the public interest to meet rising power demand. However, the environmental activism 
and anti-nuclear movement of the 1970s also meant these large power plant projects were 
met with organized local opposition for the first time. This new challenge for utilities proved 
to be a lasting one.  
 
When the electricity industry was restructured in the 1990s, utilities no longer centrally 
planned for capacity and this function was opened up to market competition instead. In a 
restructured electricity market, utilities need to get power plants built quickly so they can 
start selling energy into the market and begin recouping their construction costs. However, 
this creates tension with the objectives of state siting regulators who need to review the 
project’s environmental impacts and ensure the public has an opportunity to weigh in. The 
California electricity crisis of the early 2000s proved a potent example of this tension. Poor 
implementation of restructuring in California led to underinvestment in generating capacity 
(Sweeney 2002). When this underinvestment came to a head in the form of rolling blackouts, 
California implemented emergency overrides to its siting procedures to allow new power 
plants to be built rapidly with minimal review or public input (Tierney and Hibbard 2002).  
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Today, the energy siting process is often examined critically from the perspective of climate 
policy. Public policies to encourage the transition away from fossil fuels create new need to 
site clean energy infrastructure. This is especially true for long-distance transmission, which 
many argue will be critical to bring energy from renewable resource locations to demand 
centers (Brown and Rossi 2010). However, state siting statutes often do not allow regulators 
to consider any benefits beyond their borders, which can make it challenging to site inter-
state projects (Brown and Rossi 2010). Additionally, many siting statutes do not allow for 
consideration of how a transmission project would impact the generation mix in a state, even 
in states trying to achieve ambitious renewable energy goals (Brown and Rossi 2010). These 
state siting statutes were designed to protect in-state ratepayers from paying for unnecessary 
projects. However, the increase in privately-financed “clean line” transmission projects 
changes the equation, since the costs of such projects are not allocated to all ratepayers. 
These projects aim to deliver on a public policy goal, rather than ensure system reliability. 
Legislative changes will likely be necessary to allow siting boards to explicitly consider 
climate impacts in transmission siting decisions (Brown and Rossi 2010). Regional 
coordination is also likely to be of increasing importance for siting transmission that 
addresses climate policy goals (Brown and Rossi 2010).   
 
The challenge of inter-state coordination on electricity transmission leads some to suggest 
that the federal government should take more control. The role of the federal government in 
the electricity industry is limited to regulating inter-state commerce, overseen by the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Inter-state transmission falls into this category and 
FERC regulates the regional transmission operators (RTOs) that run multi-state electrical 
grids. With the 2005 Energy Policy Act, FERC was granted authority to permit siting and 
construction of inter-state transmission lines in certain circumstances. However, a 2009 
decision by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals struck down FERC’s interpretation that this 
rule allowed them to override a state denial of a siting permit. This landmark case was seen 
as a blow to FERC’s ability to exert its “backstop” authority over state siting. Even if the 
rules allowed for greater federal intervention, it is unlikely this would resolve the inter-state 
transmission siting challenge (Rossi 2009).  
 

2.2 Local opposition: LULU and NIMBY  
 
Siting regulations in the United States call for some degree of public input. Given that many 
energy facilities are LULUs, the public input process can become contentious. LULUs can 
encounter fierce opposition from local residents concerned that they stand to “lose” from 
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the siting of the facility in their community (L. E. Susskind 1990). Groups external to the 
host community may also respond to a proposed LULU if the project is relevant to their 
political or ideological mission (Schively 2007). Motivated opponents to a LULU can exert 
political pressure on local politicians and use legal action (or the threat of legal action) 
against the developer to prevent the project from being sited or built. Even if elected 
officials in a community are supportive of a LULU facility, there is no guarantee it will get 
built if motivated residents are mobilized in opposition (L. E. Susskind 1990). 
 
Opposition to LULUs has often been characterized as a “Not In My Backyard” (NIMBY) 
social response (Schively 2007). NIMBY can be characterized either positively or negatively, 
although the predominant association is negative. The negative understanding of NIMBY is 
a self-interested and parochial response by abutters seeking to protect their property values 
against the public interest (Schively 2007). There is also a perception that NIMBYs are often 
a vocal minority of privileged (wealthy, white, older) residents who do not reflect the views 
of the broader community (Schively 2007). In contrast, the positive interpretation of 
NIMBY is that it represents grassroots engagement by citizens who want to promote 
rigorous democratic debate to ensure the best possible outcome in the facility siting process 
(Schively 2007). Some social scientists suggest the term NIMBY is pejorative and prefer to 
use only the term LULU when describing siting conflicts (Burningham 2000). 
 
Although the term NIMBY is widely and broadly applied, Maarten Wolsink has argued that 
it actually describes a very specific game theoretic response to the problem of public good 
provision that is not as widespread as commonly believed (Wolsink 2000). Using the 
example of wind power, Wolsink argued that a true NIMBY has to be someone with a 
positive attitude towards wind power in general, but a free rider preference (they do not 
want wind farms sited near them). In his study of residents near major wind farms in the 
Netherlands, however, Wolsink finds that only about one in four residents opposed to a 
project had a true NIMBY attitude. Based on his findings, he describes four distinct 
categories of resistance to wind farms:  
 

1. True NIMBY: likes wind in general, has free rider preference 
2. “Not In Any Backyard” (NIABY): does not support wind power anywhere 
3. Was positive towards wind power before, but becomes NIABY during discussions 

around a specific wind farm  
4. Believes specific projects are flawed, but thinks wind power should be developed 

under certain conditions  
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Thus, while some opposition to proposed LULU facilities is driven by narrow self-interest 
and may fit the NIMBY profile, it is hardly the only driver of opposition. The presence of 
“Not In Any Backyard” (NIABY) attitudes will undermine a developer’s case that a project 
is necessary at all, since those opponents will argue that this type of project is universally 
inappropriate and alternative solutions should be pursued instead. Disagreement about the 
fundamental necessity of a proposed LULU can make siting negotiations even more 
intractable than if it were only a NIMBY conflict. 
 
The type of LULU facility being proposed impacts the stakeholder concerns that emerge in 
the siting process. With wind farms, stakeholder concerns usually center around visual 
impacts of the turbines, potential harm to wildlife (especially birds and bats), and negative 
impacts on quality of life from flicker effects and turbine noise (Klain et al. 2017; Wolsink 
2000). With high-voltage transmission lines, concerns center around impacts on property 
values, visual impacts, and health concerns about electromagnetic fields (EMF) (Nelson, 
Swanson, and Cain 2018; Devine-Wright 2012).  
 
When it comes to evaluating the impacts and risks of a project, perceptions can be the most 
important factor in determining attitudes, even if perceived risks are different from 
scientifically measurable risks (Schively 2007). This can lead to conflict if the developer 
insists on “sticking to the science” and dismisses community concerns about perceived risks. 
Efforts by the developer to educate the public about scientific risks will not produce the 
desired results if the community distrusts the developer. These conflicts often lead to the 
“dueling experts” phenomenon, where local groups hire their own experts to counter the 
information provided by the developer’s consultants (Schively 2007). Joint fact-finding 
efforts led by a neutral mediator can help establish a shared set of facts that both the 
developer and the community can agree on (L. Susskind, McKearnan, and Thomas-Larmer 
1999; Matsuura and Schenk 2016). Parties may still disagree about the acceptability of those 
established facts, however.  
 
In addition to project-related concerns, research has also demonstrated that procedural 
concerns about transparency, fairness, and public accountability are highly relevant to local 
stakeholders (Cain and Nelson 2013; Devine-Wright 2012; Keir, Watts, and Inwood 2014). 
Residents want to feel informed about the siting process and be given timely opportunities 
to weigh in. Any perception that “back room” deals are taking place between the developer 
and other parties can generate opposition, including from those who previously had neutral 
feelings towards a project. Additionally, moral and emotional considerations are often 
important to local stakeholders, but these are not always considered as legitimate discussion 
points by decision-makers focused on evaluating a project based on technical criteria (Keir, 
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Watts, and Inwood 2014). Residents’ attitudes towards a project can derive from feelings of 
emotional and spiritual attachment to place, historical ties to a community, and aversion to a 
perceived “industrialization” of the landscape.  
 
Most developers recognize that local opposition can pose a real threat to successful siting of 
LULUs. In order to neutralize this threat, many developers hire public engagement staff to 
host public information sessions and conduct local outreach in the community. But 
oftentimes these attempts at “outreach” are more accurately described as public relations or 
marketing campaigns, rather than attempts to hear and address community needs and 
concerns (Innes and Booher 2010). Developers also use compensation as a tool to overcome 
local opposition to LULUs. Compensation is legally required when utilities exercise eminent 
domain, but developers may also offer additional voluntary compensation to impacted 
parties. This can include direct compensation in the form of payments to affected individuals 
or local governments, or indirect compensation by providing public amenities like fire 
stations, or offering home value insurance to protect property owners against any decrease in 
home value due to the project (O’Hare, Bacow, and Sanderson 1983; Field, Raiffa, and 
Susskind 1996). However, compensation can backfire in a contentious siting dispute if it is 
perceived as a bribe or if accepting it would be perceived as a sacrifice of stakeholers’ deeply 
held beliefs (O’Hare, Bacow, and Sanderson 1983).  
 
Many facility siting processes still follow the “decide-announce-defend” model, where the 
developer makes a siting decision based on technical criteria, announces the decision to the 
public, and defends it against any public criticism (O’Hare, Bacow, and Sanderson 1983). 
This model leaves little room for public participation and can lead to mistrust of the 
developer and government officials in charge of the siting process. Overcoming opposition 
and generating community buy-in for a LULU project requires a more thoughtful approach 
to public engagement.   
 

2.3 Consensus-building approaches to facility siting  
 
Recognizing the failures of the decide-announce-defend model, many developers are 
interested in and actively pursuing alternative approaches to facility siting. Dozens of utilities 
in North America have conducted public participation processes around power plant siting. 
However, these processes typically start late in the planning process, when the site and 
project design were already chosen and the discussion turned to socio-economic impacts 
(Ducsik 1984; O’Hare, Bacow, and Sanderson 1983). Beginning stakeholder negotiations at 
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this later stage reduces the range of mutually-beneficial outcomes available for negotiation 
since certain decisions have already been made and are now “off the table.” The earlier the 
stakeholder engagement begins, the wider the range of outcomes available for negotiation, 
which will ultimately serve the interests of both the developer and the community.  
 
An alternative approach to avoiding and resolving siting disputes is to undertake a 
consensus-building process. Consensus-building is a voluntary, non-binding process that 
brings together representatives of all relevant stakeholder groups to engage in joint problem-
solving to resolve a public dispute (L. Susskind and Cruikshank 1987). Often facilitated by a 
professional mediator, a consensus-building process brings together representatives of each 
stakeholder group for a series of meetings where the participants work together to generate 
options that meet the key interests of all participants. They bundle options into packages of 
solutions that address multiple issue areas and aim for unanimous or near-unanimous 
agreement on a package. A negotiated agreement produced in this process is typically not 
legally binding, but rather is presented to the relevant decision-makers who evaluate it for 
implementation (L. Susskind, McKearnan, and Thomas-Larmer 1999).  
 
Stakeholders can be skeptical of participating in a consensus-building process for several 
reasons. Government officials may be skeptical if they perceive participating in the process 
as a loss of control over the outcomes, or as an admission that they have failed to solve the 
problem through their official procedures (Innes and Booher 2010). Project developers may 
object to participating because it will take time, cost money, and could introduce changes to 
what they see as their optimal project design. Local interest groups opposed to a 
development may be reluctant to join their perceived “enemy” at the negotiating table, and 
worry about the power imbalances among the participants.  
 
A well-designed consensus-building process can address all of these concerns. Making the 
outcome of the negotiation nonbinding ensures that the official decision-makers retain their 
legal authority over the process. For developers, investing in a consensus-building 
negotiation can help them avoid costly legal battles, negative media attention, and 
contentious public hearings that often characterize siting disputes that are not properly 
managed. For local interest groups, the consensus-building process gives them an equal seat 
at the table with developers and officials. If the negotiation fails to meet their interests, they 
are still free to engage in other forms of activism afterwards to seek their desired outcome. 
The goal of unanimity ensures that everyone’s key interests will have to be addressed in 
order to reach an agreement (L. Susskind and Cruikshank 2006).  
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Having a negotiated agreement in hand before beginning the traditional regulatory process 
can make the process easier for all parties. Instead of relying on regulatory hearings that only 
allow for one-way communication, a consensus-building approach allows for multi-party 
negotiations and offers meaningful public input on project design. It allows stakeholders to 
jointly create a space for discussion and negotiation, in contrast to the traditional power 
dynamic of an invited space that is hosted by decision-makers and only allows stakeholders to 
observe and comment (Cornwall 2009). Rather than simply seeking to inform or placate the 
public, a public participation process that gives citizens a degree of power in the process 
comes closer to the democratic ideal of citizen participation (Arnstein 1969).   
 
The consensus-building approach has been considered specifically in the context of facility 
siting. A team of negotiation and siting experts developed a “Facility Siting Credo” following 
a series of workshops in 1990 that offers prescriptive advice for how to generate consensus 
around siting of LULUs (L. E. Susskind 1990). The “credo” draws from the consensus-
building approach to outline characteristics of a desirable siting process and outcome. Some 
of the key steps are paraphrased here:  
 

1. Engage all relevant stakeholders in a participatory process 
2. Be willing to make changes to the project design  
3. Work to develop trust by providing timely information and avoiding exaggeration  
4. Demonstrate the need for the facility  
5. Use a voluntary process to determine acceptable sites; consider geographic fairness  
6. Offer full compensation; make the community better off with the project 
7. Keep multiple options on the table and offer contingent agreements  

 
Following the publication of the credo, a group of scholars conducted a survey of waste 
facility siting cases in the United States and Canada to test whether projects that followed the 
tenets of the credo were more successful at getting built with minimal controversy than 
those that did not (Kunreuther, Fitzgerald, and Aarts 1993). The authors’ analysis of 29 cases 
found significant positive correlations between successful outcomes and the tenets of the 
credo, including the measure of trust, level of public participation, and perceptions of 
appropriate design. The authors conclude that participatory siting approaches are more likely 
to be successful than the traditional “decide-announce-defend” model or legislated siting 
procedures.  
 
Even if participatory processes offer developers better results, they can be challenging to 
implement from an organizational perspective. A study of utilities that conducted 
participatory processes around power plant siting found that different priorities within the 
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utility’s departments and conflicts between management, technical, and community affairs 
personnel posed a large barrier in many cases (Ducsik 1984). Developers of linear 
infrastructure like transmission lines and gas pipelines face additional challenges because the 
facilities require approvals from private landowners and municipalities all along the route, 
sometimes in multiple states. Compared to a non-linear LULU facility like a power plant, 
linear infrastructure generates more opportunities for conflict during the siting process. 
These challenges may explain why more energy developers do not undertake a consensus-
building siting process.  
 
I will apply the consensus-building framework to my case study analysis to evaluate what 
elements of the framework were used or ignored in the siting process and what impact they 
had on the outcome. The challenges of siting LULUs, understanding local opposition, and 
navigating the siting regulatory environment as outlined here also apply directly to each of 
my case studies. In the following chapter, I introduce my case study methodology and 
explain how I collected data to analyze each of the case studies.   
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3  Data and Methods 

3.1 Research questions  
 
This research was designed to test the hypothesis that stakeholder conflicts can determine 
the success or failure of large energy infrastructure projects in New England. To investigate 
this hypothesis, I designed the following research questions: 
 

1. What are the key sources of stakeholder conflict with the project? 
2. What is the relative contribution of stakeholder conflict to the project outcome 

(success or failure)? 
3. What policies, planning processes, and stakeholder engagement techniques could 

reduce conflict in energy siting? 
 
These research questions informed the development of my interview protocol (Table 3-1). I 
conducted semi-structured qualitative interviews to gather both objective information about 
the sequence of events in the negotiations and permitting process, and subjective 
information about how stakeholders perceived the process and outcome. Based on the 
generalized interview protocol, I personalized the interview questions for each stakeholder to 
make them specific to the case and the stakeholder’s role in individual events and decisions. 
I asked questions about the timeline of events so that I could determine the sequence of 
negotiation events and cross-check the timelines between different stakeholders. I also asked 
subjective questions about which stakeholders they felt were most prominent in the public 
debate, how they perceived the fairness of the process, and how much of a role they felt 
stakeholder negotiations and conflict played in the project outcome. These questions allowed 
me to understand both how the negotiations and permitting process proceeded and how 
different stakeholders felt about it.     
 
During my data collection and analysis, I also explored plausible rival hypotheses, for 
example that economic factors or technology availability were more important in driving the 
success or failure of a project. In the results for each case study, I discuss other factors that 
contributed to the project outcome and assess the relative role played by stakeholder 
conflict.  
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Table 3-1. Interview protocol 

For all 
stakeholders 

§ Which stakeholders were most prominent in the public debate 
around the project?  

§ How much of a role did the stakeholder conflict and negotiations 
play in determining the project outcome?  

§ What other factors were equally or more important?  
§ How did you perceive the fairness of the siting process?  
§ Is there anything you would ideally change to improve the process 

for siting and building energy infrastructure?  
For developers § Did you have a strategy for stakeholder outreach as you and your 

team began development of the project?  
§ Where did conversations between your team and interested 

stakeholders take place?  
§ What did you think of the concerns you heard from stakeholders? 
§ Did you make any changes based on feedback from stakeholders?  

For regulators § What was the mandate for your agency in evaluating this project?  
§ How did the siting and regulatory process for this project compare 

to other projects?  
§ Did the controversy around this project change anything in the way 

your agency conducted its procedures?  
For impacted 
parties 

§ When did you first hear about the project?  
§ What were your main concerns with the project?  
§ Did you have direct conversations with the developer? 
§ How would you characterize the negotiations with the developer? 
§ What was your strategy for advocating for your interests during the 

siting process? 
§ How did you fund your advocacy efforts on this project? 

 
 

3.2 Case study selection 
 
I followed well-established case study methods in designing and conducting this research 
(Yin 2009). I use a multiple case design where my four cases are grouped by project type 
(transmission and offshore wind) with one historical and one contemporary case of each (see 
Table 1-1. Summary of case studies).  
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I chose a multiple case design to make my research into the sources and role of stakeholder 
conflict more robust across time and technology types. The two historical cases (Hydro-
Québec Phase I/II and Cape Wind) were both first-of-their-kind projects and created 
important precedent that influenced the regulatory process and strategies of stakeholders in 
recent cases. Including historical and contemporary cases allows for an understanding of 
how changes in the regulatory environment, technology type, and stakeholder engagement 
strategies have affected outcomes for projects of the same type. Although transmission and 
offshore wind face different siting challenges and regulatory environments, both are utility-
scale projects relevant to achieving climate policy goals.  
 
A challenge with this research is that the two contemporary cases (Northern Pass and 
Vineyard Wind) are still ongoing and some outcomes remain unknown. As of May 2019, 
Eversource is appealing a permit denial by the New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee’s 
(SEC to the state’s Supreme Court. If the court reverses the SEC’s decision, the developers 
intend to pursue another long-term contract for Northern Pass and proceed with 
construction. Although this outcome remains to be determined, the SEC permit denial was a 
decisive event that resulted in the Massachusetts utilities choosing to terminate contract 
negotiations with Northern Pass. Therefore, even if the permit denial is overturned and 
Northern Pass is eventually built, my analysis of how stakeholder conflicts led to a major 
project setback and delay will remain relevant.  
 
The Vineyard Wind project, as of May 2019, is awaiting a final Environmental Impact 
Statement and approval of its Construction and Operations Plan from the Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management (BOEM). However, the affirmative vote by Rhode Island regulators in 
February 2019 to grant the project federal consistency has paved the way for a likely BOEM 
approval in summer 2019. The developers are optimistic about a construction start in late 
2019. Negotiations with the Rhode Island fishing industry and an agreement on a 
compensation package were critical to the federal consistency decision. These were seen as 
major hurdles in the BOEM review process. Therefore, although unforeseen developments 
could change Vineyard Wind’s construction plan, I believe they have concluded their most 
important stakeholder negotiations.  
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3.3 Data collection and analysis 
 
I compiled data from the following sources: 
 

1. Stakeholder interviews (in-person and by phone) 
2. Public records (regulatory decisions, legislation, Environmental Impact Statements) 
3. Media (newspaper articles, blog posts) 
4. Industry and non-governmental reports  

 
I conducted stakeholder outreach and interviews following a protocol approved by the 
Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (COUHES) at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. I explained my research to each interviewee, asked 
for their verbal consent to participate in my research, and gave them the option of being 
cited by name or participating anonymously. 
 
I conducted 18 semi-structured interviews with stakeholders involved in the four cases 
(Table 3-2) and several background interviews with experts on electricity policy, siting, and 
regulation in New England (Table 3-3). Interviews were conducted by phone and in-person 
between December 2018 and March 2019. For each case study, I sought to identify the four 
to five stakeholders who were viewed as most influential in determining the project 
outcome. To determine this, I began by interviewing stakeholders mentioned in archival 
records and media coverage of the cases and asking which other stakeholders they believed 
were influential. I then interviewed this second round of stakeholders and asked the same 
question. This method of stakeholder mapping allowed me to triangulate the views of key 
stakeholders in each conflict. I group the stakeholders I interviewed into the following five 
categories:  
 

1. Developer: individual working for a utility or private company attempting to win 
permit approval and construct an energy facility  

2. Advocate: an individual or organization likely to be affected by a proposed project 
and active in the public debate about it 

3. Regulator: a government official at an agency with legal authority to approve or deny 
a permit necessary for the project to be sited and constructed  

4. Public official: a government official representing a public interest related to the 
project, but without the direct power to approve or deny the project  

5. Convener: a “neutral” individual or organization whose primary goal is to facilitate 
negotiations among stakeholders, rather than an advocate for a specific outcome  
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For all four case studies, I was able to interview at least one Developer, Advocate, and 
Public Official (Table 3-2). There were some relevant stakeholders I was not able to reach. I 
will discuss these instances in the results for each case in Chapter 4. In addition to interviews 
with direct stakeholders, I conducted several background interviews with knowledgeable 
experts who had first-hand experience the siting process and regulatory environment in New 
England (Table 3-3). Some experts I consulted for background interviews chose to remain 
anonymous.  
 
I combined data from interviews with data gathered from public records, media reports, and 
industry and non-governmental reports to establish the key sources of conflict in each case. I 
use the qualitative data to assess the role played by stakeholder conflict in the project 
outcome. Chapter 4 presents the results of my qualitative data analysis.  
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Table 3-2. Stakeholder interviews 

 
 Name Title Organization Stakeholder type Case Study 
1.  Bruce Ellsworth Chair (former) New Hampshire Site Evaluation 

Committee 
Regulator Hydro-Québec 

Phase II 
2.  Jeff Tranen Vice President 

(former) 
New England Electric System Developer Hydro-Québec 

Phase II 
3.  Leslie Ludtke Counsel for the 

Public (former) 
State of New Hampshire Public official Hydro-Québec 

Phase II 
4.  Robert Backus Counsel (former)  Power Line Education Fund  Advocate  Hydro-Québec 

Phase II 
5.  Susan Tierney Director (former)  Massachusetts Energy Facilities 

Siting Council 
Regulator Hydro-Québec 

Phase II 
6.  Danielle Pacik Deputy City 

Solicitor 
City of Concord, NH Public official Northern Pass 

7.  Judy Reardon Director Protect the Granite State Advocate Northern Pass 
8.  Leon Olivier Executive Vice 

President for 
Energy Strategy 
& Business 
Development 

Eversource Energy Developer Northern Pass 

9.  Pamela Monroe Administrator New Hampshire Site Evaluation 
Committee 

Regulator Northern Pass  

10.  Susan Arnold Vice President for 
Conservation 

Appalachian Mountain Club Advocate Northern Pass  
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11.  Will Abbott Vice President for 
Policy 

Society for the Protection of New 
Hampshire Forests 

Advocate Northern Pass 

12.  Audra Parker President & CEO Alliance to Protect Nantucket 
Sound 

Advocate Cape Wind 

13.  Charles McLaughlin 

 

Assistant Town 
Attorney 

Town of Barnstable, MA Public official Cape Wind, 
Vineyard Wind 

14.  Jack Clarke Director of 
Public Policy & 
Government 
Relations 

Mass Audubon Advocate Cape Wind 

15.  Jim Gordon CEO Cape Wind Associates Developer Cape Wind 
16.  Erik Peckar General Manager Vineyard Power Advocate Vineyard Wind 
17.  Jennifer McCann Director of U.S. 

Coastal Programs  
University of Rhode Island 
Coastal Resources Center 

Convener Vineyard Wind 

18.  Nathaniel Mayo Manager of 
Policy and 
Development 

Vineyard Wind LLC Developer Vineyard Wind 
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Table 3-3. Background interviews 

 Name Title Organization 
1.  Josh Bagnato Vice President of Project 

Development 
Transmission Developers, Inc. 
(TDI) 

2.  Greg 
Cunningham 

Vice President and Director 
of Clean Energy and Climate 
Change 

Conservation Law Foundation 

3.  Eric Johnson Director of External Affairs ISO New England 
4.  Pamela Monroe Administrator New Hampshire Site Evaluation 

Committee 
5.  Joanna Troy Manager of Policy Initiatives Massachusetts Department of 

Energy Resources 
 Anonymous 

(multiple) 
Experts on New England electricity policy, siting, and regulation 
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4 Results and Analysis 
 
This chapter presents results and analysis for the four case studies. For each case, I describe 
the key sources of conflict over each project, drawing from stakeholder interviews, public 
records, and media reporting. I assess how much stakeholder conflict influenced the project 
outcome and identify other important factors, including drivers of project success. I also 
present results about how the stakeholders perceived the fairness of the process. The 
following chapter (5 Cross-case analysis) synthesizes the results across all four cases to identify 
commonalities and unique factors driving project success and failure.   
 

4.1 Hydro-Québec Phase I/II 
 
Hydro-Québec Phase I/II is an electric transmission line that transmits hydroelectric power 
from Quebec to the New England grid. It is a high-voltage direct current (HVDC) line that 
runs entirely aboveground from Radisson, Quebec through northeastern Vermont, crossing 
New Hampshire from northwest to southeast and terminating at a conversion station in 
Ayer, Massachusetts (Figure 4–1). The Hydro-Québec line is one of only a few HVDC 
transmission lines in the United States and is capable of transmitting up to 2000 MW of 
capacity. Permitting for the project began in 1984 and the line was completed and 
operational by 1990.  
 
The project was developed before the restructuring of the electricity industry, when the New 
England states were part of a centrally-planned electricity system with traditional vertically-
integrated utilities. The New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) was an organization that 
brought together the New England utilities to contract jointly for transmission and 
generation facilities that were too large for any one utility to take on alone (so-called “pool 
projects”). Hydro-Québec Phase I/II involved a power purchase agreement (PPA) between 
NEPOOL and Hydro-Québec, the provincially-owned electricity company in Quebec, for 
the annual sale of 7 billion kWh of electricity for ten years starting in September 1990 (MA 
EFSC 1985). The contract price was indexed to be below the region’s average fossil fuel 
generation costs from the previous year, ensuring savings for New England customers. 
Hydro-Québec was willing to bear this cost risk since the contract allowed them to sell 
cheap surplus power during their off-peak season.  
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Figure 4–1. Map of Hydro-Québec Phase I/II and other Hydro-Québec 
export lines 

 
Image source: (Hydro-Québec 2019) 
 
 
Hydro-Québec and the New England utilities, organized under the New England Power 
Pool (NEPOOL), began the process of building a high-voltage interconnection between 
Quebec and New England in the 1980s. Hydro-Québec was responsible for developing the 
transmission line from James Bay in Quebec to the point of interconnection with the U.S. 
system. On the U.S. side, the project was split into two phases. Phase I involved a 
transmission connection between southern Quebec and northern New Hampshire. Phase II 
would extend the line south through New Hampshire to a new conversion station in Ayer, 
Massachusetts. Phase II of the project would allow New England to move hydroelectricity 
from its source in Quebec directly to New England’s load center in eastern Massachusetts.  
 
The Hydro-Québec Phase I/II line was developed by New England Electric System, a 
utility, on behalf of NEPOOL. New England Electric and its subsidiaries already owned 
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much of the rights-of-way that the Phase II line would use, which simplified the 
construction and permitting process. New England Electric underwent permitting at the 
federal and state level and negotiated with local governments and landowners for new rights-
of-way. The overall construction costs were $585 million in 1990 dollars. 
 
My findings reveal that Hydro-Québec Phase I/II generated two major stakeholder conflicts 
and benefitted from two key drivers of success. Stakeholder conflicts emerged over visual 
impacts from the transmission line, which influenced the final project design, and public 
health concerns regarding exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMF), which ended up playing 
a minor role in the outcome. The key drivers of success in the siting process were inter-state 
fairness in the contract design and the culture of the siting process. I will explore each of 
these sources of conflict and drivers of success using evidence from stakeholder interviews, 
public records, and media reports.  
 

4.1.1 Visual and environmental impacts  
 
Phase I of the Hydro-Québec project required acquiring new rights-of-way (ROW) from the 
Canadian border to the Comerford converter station in Monroe, NH. By contrast, Phase II 
of the project was built entirely along existing ROW and utility-owned property in New 
Hampshire and Massachusetts (although parts of the ROW had to be widened and new 
towers were added). New towers and lines on existing ROW were also required to reinforce 
the existing AC transmission system to support the imported power the HVDC line would 
inject into the grid. Acquiring new ROW presents a substantial siting challenge, far greater 
than using existing ROW. It requires negotiating with private landowners to purchase land 
rights and negotiating with public officials if the route passes through environmentally 
protected areas. Public utilities can invoke eminent domain to acquire land if they cannot 
reach agreements with private landowners, but this is generally seen as a “last resort” and can 
lead to long legal delays.  
 
The initial proposed route for the Phase I line ran from the Canadian border through Coos 
County, the northernmost county in New Hampshire. Coos County (pronounced “KO-
aahs”), is a predominantly rural, forested region referred to locally as the “North Country.” 
A Boston Globe article about the proposed Phase I route described the residents of Coos 
County as “rugged” and “independent-minded” (Nickerson 1981). A stakeholder described 
the sentiment in the region by saying, “People in the North Country care a lot about their 
natural environment” (Backus 2019). 
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The proposed Phase I route through Coos County generated opposition from local residents 
concerned about the impact the line would have on the natural environment, private 
property, and public health (Nickerson 1981). A stakeholder who worked as a New 
Hampshire regulator at the time confirmed that visual impacts on White Mountain 
viewsheds and concerns about a perceived “raping” of the landscape were prominent in the 
public debate (Ellsworth 2019). The Globe reported on signs posted around Coos County at 
the time of the Phase I proposal that read “STOP THE POWER LINE!” and “Highest 
Voltage Power line in the US? Crammed Down Whose Throat?” (Nickerson 1981). 
 
Some concerned Coos County residents organized to form a group called the Power Line 
Education Fund. Robert Backus was their lawyer. Backus said the Power Line Education 
Fund was formed to oppose the Phase I route because of concerns about the visual impact 
of the transmission lines cutting through Coos County, a desire to preserve the natural 
landscape, and a commitment to protecting property values (Backus 2019). Backus described 
the Phase I project as “very high profile” in Coos County because it required new ROW, 
whereas Phase II received less attention because it ran along existing ROW. Backus 
explained he was hired to represent the Power Line Education Fund because he had 
developed a reputation for this kind of work after he represented groups opposed to the 
Seabrook nuclear power plant during that New Hampshire siting process. [Former members 
of the Power Line Education Fund could not be reached for interviews.] 
 
The New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (NH SEC) was the state regulatory agency 
charged with reviewing the Hydro-Québec Phase I/II line and issuing a siting approval. 
They hosted a series of contentious public hearings on the Phase I proposal in Coos County, 
according to Backus. Backus explained that New England Electric came to him and 
members of the Power Line Education Fund during the NH SEC hearing process and said 
they were willing to discuss how to meet his group’s needs (Backus 2019). The Power Line 
Education Fund advocated for an alternative route for Phase I through Vermont instead of 
New Hampshire. The alternative route through Vermont was shorter and passed mostly 
through uninhabited land owned by paper companies (Nickerson 1981). Since New England 
Electric was acting on behalf of all New England utilities for this pool project, it was 
possible for them to reroute through a different state. New England Electric agreed to re-
route through Vermont, avoiding Coos County and sparing New Hampshire from having to 
commit new rights-of-way for the Hydro-Québec line. This outcome was reached through 
debate at the NH SEC hearings and subsequent private negotiations. The Power Line 
Education Fund did not file any litigation against the project.    
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Backus described the Power Line Education Fund’s advocacy as “decisive” in the rerouting 
decision and said his group was “very pleased” with the decision (Backus 2019). Jeff Tranen, 
the individual in charge of permitting and constructing Phase II for New England Electric, 
did not recall this negotiation and outcome specifically, but agreed that alternative routes 
were negotiated (Tranen 2018).   
 
Once the new ROW route for Phase I was agreed upon, there was relatively little 
controversy over visual impacts for Phase II of the project, since it was sited entirely on 
exiting ROW in New Hampshire. During the NH SEC proceedings for Phase II, only the 
town of Bedford in southern New Hampshire presented its views about the project’s 
impacts. Bedford’s Planning Board and Board of Selectmen expressed concern about the 
project, but did not ask for the project to be rejected (NH SEC 1986). They did not present 
any evidence. This minimal engagement from municipalities along the route suggests that 
using existing ROW reduced the salience of visual impacts and impacts on property values as 
a concern for abutting communities in New Hampshire.  
 
In Massachusetts, Susan Tierney led the state siting board’s review of Phase II. The line ran 
for 12.2 miles along existing ROW in Massachusetts and required construction of a new 
HVDC conversion station in the town of Ayer. Tierney said public input from towns along 
the route had an effect on the project design. She explained that feedback from towns 
concerned about visual impacts resulted in the developer changing the design of the power 
line towers to be taller, with narrower arms. Also, the utility agreed to paint the towers rust-
colored instead of gray (Tierney 2018). These negotiated design changes were confirmed by 
Tranen of New England Electric (Tranen 2018). Since no new ROW was required for Phase 
II of the project, communities along the route saw relatively little downside to hosting the 
new line. Moreover, they stood to benefit from the added tax base that hosting the line 
provided and the economic development funds the developer offered.  
 
Ultimately, stakeholder concerns about the visual and environmental impacts played an 
important role in the siting outcome for the Hydro-Québec project. Opponents in Coos 
County mobilized to protest a change to the landscape and viewsheds that they valued 
highly. Their grassroots advocacy led the developer to re-route Phase I of the line through 
Vermont instead. Since the developer was acting on behalf of all New England utilities, it 
was possible for them to negotiate an alternative route in another state to avoid the 
controversy in Coos County. Phase II of the project, sited entirely on existing ROW, 
generated minimal stakeholder concern regarding visual impacts, although some design 
changes to the power line towers were made in response to stakeholder feedback.  
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4.1.2 Health concerns about electromagnetic fields  
 
A second public concern expressed during the siting negotiations for Hydro-Québec Phase I 
and II was the perceived health impacts of electric and magnetic fields (EMF). When power 
lines are energized and current is flowing through them, they generate electromagnetic fields 
that surround the lines (National Institutes of Health 2002). The strength of the electric and 
magnetic fields increases with high-voltage transmission lines and is different with DC and 
AC current. The strength of electromagnetic fields decreases rapidly as distance from the 
source increases.  
 
In the 1980s, there was relatively little research on the human health impacts of exposure to 
EMF from high-voltage transmission lines. A 1979 study purported to show an association 
between living near power lines and childhood leukemia, but the methods and findings were 
disputed (NIH National Cancer Institute 2019). In response to a Congressional directive in 
1992, the National Institutes of Health launched a research program known by the acronym 
“EMF RAPID” that was charged with investigating the health effects of EMF. The resulting 
EMF RAPID report sent to Congress found “weak scientific evidence” for the association 
between EMF exposure and certain types of cancer, and did not recommend regulatory 
actions beyond education and monitoring (National Institutes of Health 1999). Today, the 
NIH said there is “no consistent evidence” of an association between cancer and exposure 
to the type of EMF produced by power lines.  
 
Nonetheless, at the time of the Hydro-Québec project in the 1980s, the scientific evidence 
was still emerging and public health concerns about EMF loomed large in many 
transmission siting cases. Media reports from the time confirm general public concerns and 
uncertainty around EMF (Brodeur 1989). The issue of EMF became a high-profile one for 
Hydro-Québec Phase I/II during the siting process in both New Hampshire and 
Massachusetts.  
 
In New Hampshire, a group of residents concerned about EMF joined together to form the 
Powerline Awareness Campaign (PAC) and advocated against the project (Milne 1986). 
Before the regulatory hearings began in New Hampshire, PAC invited two farmers from 
Minnesota who had become activists about the perceived health risks of EMF from power 
lines to tell their stories in New Hampshire (Milne 1986). The farmers blamed power lines 
near their farms for severe headaches and the mysterious deaths of 10 cows. They warned 
New Hampshire residents against approving the Hydro-Quebec transmission line.   
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Leslie Ludtke served as Counsel for the Public for the state of New Hampshire in the siting 
proceedings for Hydro-Québec Phase I/II. She highlighted EMF as the main public concern 
expressed during the hearings and explained that the lack of research at the time left many 
people fearful about the risks (Ludtke 2019). EMF was “perceived as a real threat” at the 
time, she said. As part of the NH SEC review process, she recalls attending a field trip with 
committee members to a large electricity facility in Massachusetts where research was being 
conducted on EMF.  
 
The PAC activist group was granted intervenor status in the NH SEC hearings. This allowed 
them to cross-examine witnesses, but PAC did not call any witnesses of their own (NH SEC 
1986). New England Electric presented several expert witnesses to testify that there was no 
scientific evidence that showed adverse health effects from power lines (NH SEC 1986). 
One expert witness testified that the EMF exposure at the edge of the right-of-way for most 
of the line would be within the range of the earth’s natural background levels (NH SEC 
1986). Two other experts for the developer testified that existing studies of HVDC lines in 
the United States at the time showed no evidence of adverse health effects in proximity to 
the lines (NH SEC 1986).  
 
EMF was also one of the main stakeholder concerns expressed during the public hearings on 
Hydro-Québec Phase II in Massachusetts, according to Susan Tierney, the Director of the 
Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Council (EFSC) at the time (Tierney 2018). She 
described the EMF issue as “very controversial at the time.” The EFSC gave “particular 
attention” to health effects in its review of Phase II because the project was the first HVDC 
transmission line in the state (MA EFSC 1985). The EFSC heard testimony from witnesses 
for the developer that reviewed the existing scientific literature on health effects of EMF. 
The Council found that the available literature on health impacts of EMF from HVDC 
transmission lines was very limited, but that laboratory studies indicated no health problems 
should be expected (MA EFSC 1985).  
 
Ultimately, both the NH SEC and the Massachusetts EFSC concluded that the transmission 
line would not adversely impact the public health and voted to approve the Hydro-Québec 
project. However, the limited scientific evidence available at the time motivated both siting 
boards to set monitoring conditions to ensure continued scrutiny of the EMF issue (MA 
EFSC 1985; NH SEC 1986).  
 
Although EMF was a salient public concern during the siting process for Hydro-Québec 
transmission project, it did not substantially impede project approval. In the intervening 
years since this case, a more robust body of public health research has shown that there is no 
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conclusive evidence that living near power lines increases cancer risk (NIH National Cancer 
Institute 2019). State siting councils today review transmission line applications to ensure 
EMF exposures are kept at safe levels following well-established best practice in the industry 
(Connecticut Siting Council 2007). Although public fears about cancer risk from EMF are 
still sometimes present in transmission siting cases, the issue is much less salient today than 
it was in the 1980s.     
 

4.1.3 Inter-state fairness 
 
The design of the contract for Hydro-Québec Phase I/II contributed to the project’s 
success. The contract between NEPOOL and Hydro-Québec was designed to ensure cost 
savings for the New England utilities. For the first five years of the contract, the price New 
England would pay for the imported power was set at 80% of the region’s weighted average 
cost of fossil fuel energy from the previous year; in the second five years, the price would be 
set at 94.8% (MA EFSC 1985). This pricing structure guaranteed savings for New England 
and made the project an appealing way to mitigate the high energy costs the region was 
experiencing, especially during winter peak periods. The 10-year contract was estimated at 
the time to offer net savings of $789 million (in 1990 dollars) for the region (MA EFSC 
1985).  
 
The cost savings were not evenly divided among the six New England states. The negotiated 
contract was designed to apportion savings based on each state’s share of energy demand, 
but also to compensate the “host” states. Vermont and New Hampshire had less energy 
demand than the more populous southern states, but they bore the majority of the 
environmental impacts from the project by hosting the transmission line. The contract 
apportioned 90% of the cost savings to the NEPOOL utilities based on their share of total 
energy sales, with the remaining 10% of cost savings distributed to ratepayers in the host 
states (Vermont and New Hampshire) (MA EFSC 1985). Since Massachusetts was already 
going to receive 40% of the cost savings based on its share of energy demand in the region, 
the negotiators decided it would not receive host state status, even though it was hosting part 
of the transmission line and the new HVDC conversion station in Ayer (MA EFSC 1985).  
 
New Hampshire also received an additional benefit from the project because it was able to 
withdraw power directly from the line at the Comerford converter station in Monroe, NH. 
This meant New Hampshire was not just a “pass-through” state bringing power south to the 
more populous southern states. Susan Tierney of the MA EFSC explained that this feature 
was important, shaping New Hampshire’s view that the project was locally beneficial.   
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Since the six New England states contracted jointly through NEPOOL to build this project, 
they were able to negotiate how to apportion the benefits fairly among the states. This type 
of top-down regional planning is no longer used in New England since the restructuring of 
the electricity industry. Both Susan Tierney of the MA EFSC and Jeff Tranen of New 
England Electric explained that restructuring has made it harder to develop multi-state 
facilities. The structure of the electricity industry in the 1980s allowed utilities to jointly 
procure projects with regional benefits and allocate those benefits to compensate each state 
for its share of the cost.   
 

4.1.4 Culture and management of the siting process 
 
Most stakeholders interviewed described the siting process for Hydro-Québec Phase I/II as 
“fair” or “very fair” (Table 4-1) and no stakeholders expressed strong negative feelings about 
any aspect of the siting process. However, stakeholders had some mixed perceptions about 
the regulatory culture at the time and the attitudes of the developer.  
 
Table 4-1. Hydro-Québec: Stakeholder perceptions of fairness 

Stakeholder Role Perceived fairness of process 

Bruce Ellsworth Regulator “Very fair” 

Jeff Tranen Developer “Fair” 

Leslie Ludtke  Public official “No unfairness involved” 

Robert Backus Advocate “Very fair” 

Susan Tierney Regulator “Quite fair” 

 
Regarding the regulatory culture, regulators in both New Hampshire and Massachusetts 
praised the siting review process, which they found robust because the process incorporated 
public input and decision-making was in the hands of an independent body. However, 
regarding the NH SEC process, Leslie Ludtke said that while there was no unfairness in the 
process, “the cultural milieu at the time was an expectation of approval” (Ludtke 2019). This 
may have been partly driven by the perception of need at the time for additional electricity 
supply to meet rising demand and reduce high prices from fossil fuel generators. Ludtke 
explained that, compared to today, there was less direct participation by the public in the 
NH SEC process then and “the idea of calling these organizations to account didn’t really 
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exist.” Utilities were perceived as experts who knew what they were doing and “there was a 
lot of respect for order and hierarchy” (Ludtke 2019).  
 
Regarding the attitude of the developer, Tierney of the MA EFSC said that New England 
Electric’s “quite sophisticated” and “very coordinated” efforts at stakeholder outreach and 
community engagement contributed to the project’s success. She explained that New 
England Electric “had a good track record” for fairness and transparency and NEPOOL 
choosing them to carry out the contract was an important driver of success (Tierney 2018). 
Backus, the lawyer for the Power Line Education Fund, also expressed satisfaction with New 
England Electric. He said they were willing to negotiate with his advocacy group about re-
routing the line and ultimately, “they met our needs” (Backus 2019). Tranen of New 
England Electric said they chose a team led by people who were good at outreach and that 
they “worked with every landowner, every town” during the siting process (Tranen 2018). 
He explained that in a densely settled region like New England, transmission developers 
have to “go the extra mile” on community outreach, compared to a less populous area.  
 
When asked about the attitude of the utility towards the public during the negotiations, 
Ellsworth, the New Hampshire regulator, described them as “never disrespectful, but 
sometimes naïve.” He explained that the state’s electric utility, Public Service New 
Hampshire, had been “blindsided” by the public opposition to the Seabrook nuclear power 
plant in the 1970s, but by the time Hydro-Québec was being sited, they knew to expect 
concerns from municipalities and grassroots groups. However, Ellsworth explained that 
these were still early days of public participation in the siting process and the utility could be 
naïve in its approach to public participation. Ludtke said that while New England Electric 
did a good job of community outreach, she felt “they had much less to accommodate” in 
terms of public input. She said the re-routing was the only concession the developer had to 
make and that Backus was perceived as “a bit presumptuous” for raising questions at all.  
 
This evidence suggests that while the siting process for Hydro-Québec Phase I/II was 
widely perceived as fair by stakeholders, this perception was in part due to a less-developed 
culture of public participation in the utility siting process at the time. Utilities were given 
more deference and the public played a smaller role in siting hearings, both of which may 
have served to depress controversy during the siting process. Even given the regulatory 
culture at the time, the evidence also suggests that well-coordinated community outreach and 
good faith negotiations by the developer made an important contribution to the project’s 
success.    
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4.1.5 Summary 
 
The Hydro-Québec Phase I/II transmission line qualifies as a success under the definition 
outlined earlier in this thesis because it 1) completed construction and delivered energy as 
planned; and 2) produced stable agreements for siting, permitting, and contracts such that 
the project developer did not face ongoing litigation related to the project.  
 
Stakeholder concerns about visual impacts played an important role in the project outcome. 
Motivated grassroots opponents in northern New Hampshire were able to negotiate with the 
developer to re-route Phase I of the project through Vermont to avoid impacts in Coos 
County. Public health fears about EMF, although prominent in the public hearings, did not 
significantly impact the final outcome. The project was successful because it had support 
from all six New England states, a product of a joint contract that apportioned benefits to 
compensate each state. Finally, the prevailing regulatory culture and the developer’s 
management of the siting process also contributed to project success.  
 
Table 4-2. Hydro-Québec: Summary of results 

Project outcome Success 
Key turning points 1. Re-routing through Vermont to avoid Coos County  

2. Contract negotiations to apportion cost savings 
Perceived fairness § Inter-state fairness enshrined in the contract 

§ Siting process widely perceived as fair, but regulatory 
culture at the time included less public input and 
favored developer  

§ Good community outreach by developer 
 

 Source of conflict Contribution to outcome 
1.  Visual impacts Moderate 
2.  Public health (EMF) Minor 
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4.2 Northern Pass 
 
Northern Pass is a similar type of project as Hydro-Québec Phase I/II, but developed with 
different motivations and a different contract structure. Northern Pass is a proposed high-
voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line to bring hydroelectricity from Quebec to 
New England. In the intervening years since Hydro-Québec Phase I/II, New England’s 
electricity market had been restructured into a competitive wholesale market. Northern Pass 
is what ISO New England calls an “elective transmission project” (also referred to as a 
“merchant line”). Elective projects like Northern Pass are not necessary for system reliability 
and are financed privately by developers seeking to capitalize on an economic or public 
policy need for new transmission capacity. Northern Pass must apply for approval from the 
ISO to interconnect with the grid, but otherwise the project is developed independently of 
the ISO’s transmission planning process and the costs are not socialized.  
 
Northern Pass is developed by Eversource Energy, a major investor-owned utility in New 
England. First announced in 2009, the final route proposal for Northern Pass was a 192-mile 
transmission line running through New Hampshire from the Canadian border town of 
Pittsburg south to a proposed converter station in Franklin and continuing southeast to an 
existing substation in Deerfield (Figure 4–2). The final route proposal included 60 miles of 
the line buried underground, but the initial project proposal was for an all-overhead route 
with no burial.  
 
Northern Pass received crucial financing from a policy-mandated procurement by 
Massachusetts utilities. Section 83D of the Energy Diversity Act signed into law in 
Massachusetts by Governor Charlie Baker in August 2016 directed the state’s investor-
owned utilities to procure 9,450,000 megawatts-hours of “clean energy generation,” which 
was defined as firm hydroelectric capacity or other eligible renewable energy resources (MA 
Session Law 2016). The initial winning bid for 83D went to Northern Pass in January 2018, 
which gave the project a buyer for its imported hydroelectricity. Massachusetts selected 
Northern Pass because it offered a competitive price and had an operational timeline that 
was two years ahead of competing projects (Mohl 2018). Governor Charlie Baker touted the 
procurement as “an important step forward for more competitive clean energy pricing in 
Massachusetts” (MA EEA 2018).  
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Figure 4–2. Map of final proposed Northern Pass route 

 
Image source: (Northern Pass Transmission LLC 2019c) 
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Although Massachusetts customers would be buying the electricity from Northern Pass, the 
transmission line would run entirely through New Hampshire. To accommodate the large 
volume of imported power that the new HVDC line would inject into the New England 
grid, the developers proposed upgrades to several existing electrical substations and AC 
transmission networks in New Hampshire. However, it was the new right-of-way and towers 
for the HVDC line that proved the most controversial project element of the project during 
the siting process.  
 
Northern Pass generated strong opposition from environmental organizations, 
municipalities, and residents in New Hampshire about the project’s visual and environmental 
impacts. In February 2018, Northern Pass was denied a crucial siting permit by the New 
Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (SEC). The permit denial came shortly before 
Massachusetts was to sign the 83D contract with Northern Pass. Following the denial, 
Massachusetts abandoned contract negotiations with Northern Pass and selected an 
alternative project for the 83D contract. Eversource is appealing the SEC’s decision to the 
New Hampshire Supreme Court, which has agreed to hear the case, but the project’s future 
is in serious doubt.   
 
My findings indicate that the Northern Pass project faced four key sources of conflict during 
the siting and permitting process. First, the project created inter-state tensions between New 
Hampshire and Massachusetts regarding the project’s costs and benefits. Second, the 
project’s environmental and visual impacts on the New Hampshire landscape generated 
strong opposition from environmental groups, local landowners, and municipalities. Third, 
many stakeholders objected to this type of energy project and advocated for alternatives that 
would render Northern Pass unnecessary. Finally, existing energy generators in the region 
joined the fight against Northern Pass because they objected to its out-of-market contract. 
Although the final fate of Northern Pass remains uncertain, the project was dealt a major, if 
not fatal, setback with the denial of a state siting permit and subsequent cancellation of its 
procurement contract with Massachusetts. I explore each of the drivers of conflict in this 
case using evidence gathered from stakeholder interviews, public records, and media reports.  
 

4.2.1 Inter-state costs and benefits  
 
As the host state, New Hampshire stood to experience a mix of costs and benefits from 
Northern Pass. In addition to state and local tax revenues, Eversource also offered the New 
Hampshire state government $200 million in funds for “clean energy innovations, economic 
development, community investment, and tourism” (Northern Pass Transmission LLC 
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2019a). Eversource estimated that the project would create 2,600 construction jobs 
(Northern Pass Transmission LLC 2019b). The International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers (IBEW), a labor union, signed a labor agreement with Northern Pass in August 
2017 (NHBR 2017) and intervened in support of the project before the New Hampshire 
siting board.  
 
Tensions arose around the benefits the imported electricity would offer to New Hampshire 
ratepayers. The 83D contract with Massachusetts utilities does not make explicit any energy 
market benefits to New Hampshire customers, but Northern Pass’s imported power would 
impact the resource mix and wholesale electricity prices for the whole New England market. 
Eversource calculated that the project would save New Hampshire consumers $62 million 
annually on energy costs by suppressing prices in the regional wholesale electricity market 
(NH SEC 2018a). During the siting board hearings, however, New Hampshire’s Counsel for 
the Public suggested this was an optimistic estimate, since the modeling did not evaluate all 
the ways the project could impact the wholesale market (NH SEC 2018a).   
 
Northern Pass had a contract with Massachusetts, but needed to build the transmission line 
through New Hampshire. Economic development funds and construction jobs won the 
project some supporters in New Hampshire, but the project’s environmental impacts on the 
host state proved a major source of contention.  
 

4.2.2 Environmental and visual impacts  
 
Northern Pass faced substantial opposition from environmental groups, municipalities, and 
local landowners in New Hampshire concerned about visual and environmental impacts of 
the proposed transmission line. The Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests 
(SPNHF, pronounced “spin-if”) became a leader in the fight against Northern Pass. 
Founded in 1901, SPNHF works to conserve forest land in New Hampshire through land 
acquisitions and conservation easements. They directly manage over 50,000 acres of forest 
reservations and have negotiated easements and deed restrictions on another 150,000 acres.  
 
Will Abbott, the Vice President of Policy and Reservation Stewardship at SPNHF, explained 
that “our issue with Northern Pass was never with the source of the energy. It was about 
how they were bringing it to market” (Abbott 2019). SPNHF was concerned that the 192-
mile transmission line would cut through and fragment important conservation lands, 
especially in rural Coos County in northern New Hampshire. The initial proposal for 
Northern Pass was an entirely above-ground line. SPNHF felt that clearing the right-of-way 
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and erecting towers up to 150 feet tall along the proposed route would create an 
unacceptable disruption to the natural environment. “The landscape is part of who we are in 
New Hampshire – it’s why people live here,” Abbott said.  “We’re not going to sacrifice 
something elemental.”  
 
Northern Pass planned to use and widen existing rights-of-way for much of the 192-mile 
route, but they needed new rights-of-way for 40 miles from the Canadian border south 
through Coos County. This is the same county that fought thirty years ago to have the 
existing Hydro-Québec line re-routed through Vermont. Eversource began buying 
properties in Coos County at above-market prices to piece together a route. SPNHF worked 
to block these land acquisitions by obtaining easements from private landowners along the 
route that would prevent construction of a transmission line on the land. Will Abbott of 
SPNHF said these “land battles” in Coos County heated up in 2012 and 2013 as Eversource 
struggled to connect the dots to create a new right-of-way through the region.  
 
Eversource was ultimately blocked from piecing together an aboveground route through 
Coos County by private landowners unwilling to sell, several of whom conveyed 
conservation easements to SPNHF. Faced with a blockade aboveground, Eversource revised 
its proposed route in July 2013 to bury 8 miles of the new right-of-way underneath town 
roads in Coos County. Will Abbott of SPNHF explained that this revised plan was 
developed by a group of Northern Pass supporters in the region. Although the new 8-mile 
stretch would be underground, some of the towns along that portion of the line still objected 
to the disruption the burial would cause during the construction phase.   
 
Outside of Coos County, Eversource faced another battle over the portion of the proposed 
route that would pass through the White Mountain National Forest (WMNF). Home to 
Mount Washington and the Appalachian Trail, the WMNF is an 750,000-acre protected area 
in eastern New Hampshire and western Maine managed by the U.S. Forest Service. 
Transmission lines do already pass through the WMNF: the Hydro-Québec Phase I/II line, 
for instance, passes through the western edge of the WMNF on wooden towers about 50-60 
feet tall. But that right-of-way is now owned by National Grid, a direct competitor of 
Eversource. National Grid is proposing its own competing HVDC transmission line that 
would use the existing WMNF right-of-way, making it was unavailable to Eversource to use 
for Northern Pass (U.S. DOE 2017a). Instead, Eversource planned to build Northern Pass 
on a different stretch of existing right-of-way for about 11 miles through the WMNF (U.S. 
DOE 2017a). Northern Pass also proposed to build steel towers that were significantly taller 
than the existing wooden towers on the Hydro-Québec I/II line, which would increase the 
visual impact.  
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The Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC) became a prominent opponent of Northern Pass 
and the route through the WMNF in particular. The AMC is a non-profit conservation and 
recreation group that manages 1,800 miles of trails in the Appalachian Mountains, including 
trails in the WMNF. Susan Arnold, Vice President for Conservation at AMC, said that her 
organization immediately deemed an aboveground route through the WMNF 
“insupportable” due to the negative impacts it would have on protected lands, iconic views, 
and the recreational experience (Arnold 2019).  
 
AMC and SPNHF worked to oppose Northern Pass in federal environmental review 
processes. They intervened in the federal review of Northern Pass under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) initiated 
in 2010 (U.S. DOE 2017a). Northern Pass triggered a NEPA review by applying for a 
Presidential Permit from DOE, which is required for all energy projects that cross 
international borders. Northern Pass also required a special use permit from the U.S. Forest 
Service to route through the WMNF. The review for the special use permit was bundled into 
DOE’s NEPA review. AMC, SPNHF and other environmental groups intervened in the 
NEPA process to argue against the project as proposed and highlight available alternatives 
that would have fewer environmental impacts, including undergrounding and siting the line 
along existing transportation corridors. 
 
Susan Arnold of AMC explained that it became clear by 2015 that the U.S. Forest Service 
would not issue Northern Pass a special use permit for the aboveground line through 
WMNF. In response, Eversource released a revised route that would bury 52 miles of the 
line under the WMNF and surroundings at an added cost of about $300 million (U.S. DOE 
2017a). DOE revised the Environmental Impact Statement to reflect this change and 
approved the Presidential Permit for the revised Northern Pass route in November 2017 
(U.S. DOE 2017b). Following the project revisions, the Forest Service also issued Northern 
Pass the special use permit it required for the underground route along secondary roads 
through WMNF (USDA Forest Service 2018). 
 
Despite Eversource agreeing to bury the line under roads within WMNF, many 
environmental stakeholders did not back down in their opposition to the project. Susan 
Arnold of AMC explained they were unsatisfied with the revised plan because the proposed 
burial under roads in the WMNF would be very disruptive to local businesses in Franconia 
Notch (Arnold 2019). “It was the wrong way to bury,” Arnold said. Both Arnold and Will 
Abbott of SPNHF also pointed out that the revised route still only included 8 miles of burial 
in Coos County, with the rest of the line through Coos still aboveground.  
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With the federal permits approved, opponents turned their attention to the state siting 
permit Northern Pass needed from the New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (NH 
SEC). In the eyes of project opponents, the NH SEC review process was the last and best 
chance to stop the project: “We knew the buck stopped at the SEC, even if they could get 
the federal permits” said Susan Arnold of AMC. Project opponents had already set the stage 
for a robust review by the NH SEC. In 2014, the New Hampshire legislature passed a bill 
that made significant changes to the NH SEC structure and procedures to increase public 
participation. SPNHF, AMC, and other environmental groups participated in the rulemaking 
process that led to these changes and knew Northern Pass would be the first serious test of 
the new rules. The legislation added two public members to the Committee, created a 
permanent Administrator position (there was previously no dedicated full-time staff), and 
required public hearings be held in every county where a facility will be built (State of New 
Hampshire 2014).  
 
With the fate of Northern Pass in its hands, the NH SEC proceedings became very high-
profile. During March 2016, the NH SEC held public hearings on Northern Pass in each of 
the five New Hampshire counties where it was proposed to be sited. They added two 
additional hearings in the Franconia Notch region in response to strong local interest (NH 
SEC 2018a). In preparation for the adjudicative hearings, NH SEC granted intervention to 
100 parties organized into 20 groups (NH SEC 2018a). This was far more intervenors than 
typical for a NH SEC hearing. The large number of intervenors led to a long and complex 
adjudicative hearing process. The adjudicative hearings dragged on for 70 full days beginning 
in April 2017 and included testimony from 154 witnesses and more than 2,000 exhibits (NH 
SEC 2018a).  
 
Although SPNHF and AMC presented testimony, they and other stakeholders said that the 
testimony of towns against Northern Pass was the most decisive in the NH SEC hearings. 
The NH SEC is charged with evaluating whether a proposed project will “unduly interfere 
with the orderly development of the region” and is directed to give consideration to the 
views of municipalities and regional planning commissions (NH SEC 2018a). Many 
municipalities along the route argued that Northern Pass would adversely impact tourism, 
property values, and the character of local towns. Many presented evidence that Northern 
Pass was inconsistent with their town Master Plans (NH SEC 2018a).   
 
Following the 70 days of adjudicative hearings, the seven members of the NH SEC 
subcommittee met to deliberate. After only three days of deliberation, on February 1, 2018, 
they voted unanimously to deny Northern Pass a siting permit because the applicant “failed 
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to prove by a preponderance of the evidence” that it would not interfere with the orderly 
development of the region (NH SEC 2018b).  
 
Only days before the NH SEC decision, Massachusetts had announced Northern Pass as the 
winning bid in the 83D procurement. Without siting approval from New Hampshire, it was 
clear Northern Pass would not be able to deliver on the procurement. The timing of the NH 
SEC decision gave Massachusetts the opportunity to abandon Northern Pass before it had 
signed a contract, which they did shortly after in March 2018. Massachusetts selected an 
alternative project for the 83D procurement: the New England Clean Energy Connect 
(NECEC), a HVDC transmission line to be routed mostly above-ground through Maine.  
 
During their deliberations, the NH SEC members predicted that Eversource would appeal 
the permit denial to the New Hampshire Supreme Court. This prediction proved correct: 
Eversource appealed the decision, arguing that the NH SEC failed to deliberate fully on the 
case and that its determination about the project’s effect on orderly development was 
arbitrary (Northern Pass Transmission LLC 2018). In October 2018, the New Hampshire 
Supreme Court announced it would hear the case. Oral arguments began on May 15, 2019 
(Cousineau 2019). Stakeholders opposed to the project say they are optimistic that the 
Supreme Court will uphold the NH SEC’s decision. The most recent precedent was a 2018 
case in which the state Supreme Court affirmed an NH SEC decision, although in that case 
the NH SEC had granted the permit (Supreme Court of New Hampshire 2018).     
 

4.2.3 Technology type and alternatives 
 
Many stakeholders opposed to Northern Pass argued that the project should have been built 
entirely underground. The final proposed route included two sections of underground line: 8 
miles in Coos County and 52 miles under the WMNF (representing about 40 percent of the 
total 192-mile route). But SPNHF, AMC and other environmental stakeholders suggested 
that Northern Pass should have been entirely buried along an existing transportation 
corridor like Interstate 93, which runs through New Hampshire from northwest to 
southeast. Will Abbott of SPNHF said his organization would most likely not have opposed 
an entirely buried line, had it been located in appropriate transportation corridors. 
 
Eversource argued that a fully buried line was not financially viable. However, both Abbott 
and Susan Arnold of AMC cited another proposed transmission project, the New England 
Clean Power Link, as evidence that it was. The New England Clean Power Link is a 
proposed (but not constructed) HVDC transmission line that would run fully underground 
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from the Canadian border in Vermont under Lake Champlain, terminating in Ludlow, 
Vermont. The underground design has led to a much smoother permitting process than 
Northern Pass had, but underground transmission lines are also much more expensive to 
construct.  
 
TDI bid the Clean Power Link project in response to the 83D RFP alongside Northern Pass, 
but was not selected. The bid prices in the Massachusetts RFP are confidential, so TDI’s 
price cannot be directly compared to Northern Pass. However, the RFP process weighed 
cost heavily, suggesting Northern Pass and the second choice above-ground project through 
Maine offered a significant cost advantage over the fully underground TDI proposal. Josh 
Bagnato, the Vice President of Project Development at TDI, said that full burial of 
transmission lines adds upfront costs, but reduces costs over the long term (Bagnato 2019). 
He said TDI sees full burial as a crucial way to minimize impacts on host communities, 
which is especially important when developing elective projects that are not needed for 
reliability. Burying the line underwater is cheaper than burying under land, which is why TDI 
chose the route under Lake Champlain. 
 
Due to the “strong interest” in underground routes evidenced by public comments, the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) evaluated alternatives including full burial under existing road 
corridors in the Environmental Impact Statement prepared for Northern Pass. DOE found 
that fully burying the line would add between $624 million and $750 million to total 
construction cost (44-53% more than the final proposed route and almost double the cost 
for the initial, mostly aboveground route) (U.S. DOE 2017a). According to Will Abbott of 
SPNHF, Eversource “never really considered full burial” and maintained that the additional 
cost of burial made the project infeasible (Abbott 2019). 
 
Beyond the controversy over undergrounding, the type of energy that Northern Pass sought 
to import to New England was also a point of contention. The large hydroelectric dams 
Hydro-Québec built in the James Bay region in the 1970s resulted in widespread 
displacement of Cree and Inuit First Nations people from their historic lands as large land 
areas were flooded and rivers diverted. Although Hydro-Québec and the Canadian 
government signed a treaty with several of the First Nations outlining property rights and 
compensation for the James Bay project, hydropower in Quebec remains a fraught subject 
for many First Nations people. Susan Arnold said the AMC was concerned that 
Massachusetts was turning to large hydro to meet its clean energy goals. She explained that 
AMC had concerns about the natural resource impacts of Hydro-Québec’s industrial-scale 
projects, as well as impacts to the lives of First Nations people depending on those 
resources.  
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Lee Olivier, Executive Vice President for Energy Strategy at Eversource, said many 
stakeholders opposed to Northern Pass believe large infrastructure projects are unnecessary 
and that decentralized energy sources like rooftop solar should be pursued instead. Olivier 
argued these alternatives are not capable of substituting for big energy infrastructure 
projects: “Rooftop solar doesn’t work in the winter but [stakeholders] think that’s the 
solution” (Olivier 2018). Olivier said that, in his view, a large part of the issue is that “there is 
no consensus about what the region needs” (Olivier 2018).  
 
Northern Pass faced opposition not only on project specifics, but also on the fundamental 
need for a project of its type. Officials in Massachusetts decided that importing Canadian 
hydropower was the right strategy to meet the state’s clean energy goals, but many 
stakeholders in New Hampshire disagreed. This disagreement was politically intractable 
because the host state was not the one making the policy decision.  
 

4.2.4 Competing industries 
 
In addition to environmental groups, Northern Pass was also opposed by existing energy 
generators in New England who feared competition from low-cost hydropower. The New 
England Power Generators Association (NEPGA), a trade group representing mostly 
natural gas and nuclear generators in the region, objected to Northern Pass on the grounds 
that it hurt competition (NEPGA 2018). Through the 83D contract with Massachusetts 
utilities, Northern Pass received a guaranteed long-term price for its electricity, whereas most 
generators in the region have to compete on price in the competitive wholesale electricity 
market. NEPGA intervened in the NH SEC process and in the Presidential Permit process, 
arguing that Northern Pass had not secured the necessary rights-of-way and misrepresented 
its effect on the regional wholesale electricity market (NEPGA 2015, 2016; NH SEC 2018a).   
 
Lee Olivier of Eversource argued that existing generators in the region played a central role 
in the opposition to Northern Pass, including funding opposition groups (Olivier 2018). Will 
Abbott of SPNHF said they did not accept any direct donations from NEPGA, but “worked 
closely with them” since NEPGA was able to provide expertise on the economic arguments 
against Northern Pass (Abbott 2019). Although there is no documentation that existing 
generators funded opposition groups, there was a group called Protect the Granite State 
(PTGS) that did not disclose its funding sources. Judy Reardon of Protect the Granite State 
said the group was founded in 2016 by “individuals who prefer to remain anonymous” who 
were opposed to the project (Reardon 2019). Reardon said the goal of the group was to 
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“demonstrate grassroots opposition to Northern Pass and reinvigorate the opposition after 
eight years of battle.” PTGS paid for print and digital advertising and direct mail campaigns 
to oppose Northern Pass and passed out free t-shirts, buttons, and lunches to Northern Pass 
opponents at the NH SEC hearings.   
 
As a 501(c)(4) non-profit organization, PTGS can keep its funders anonymous, but is not 
eligible to receive tax-deductible donations. Reporting by the New Hampshire Union Leader (a 
local newspaper) and miscellany:Blue (a progressive blog about New Hampshire politics) 
provided compelling evidence that PTGS might have been funded by NextEra Energy, a 
national electric utility that owns the Seabrook nuclear power plant in New Hampshire 
(miscellany: blue 2017; Solomon 2017). As the owners of a large existing generator in the 
region, NextEra would have a strong incentive to oppose Northern Pass as a competitor. 
NextEra is a member of NEPGA, and while NEPGA itself denied funding PTGS, it is 
possible that a NEPGA member could have funded PTGS (Solomon 2017).  
 

4.2.5 Perceptions of Process 
 
Most stakeholders agreed that local opposition played a large role in the NH SEC permit 
denial, which was a crucial setback for Northern Pass (Table 4-3). Will Abbott of SPNHF 
argued that stakeholder opposition was critical in determining the outcome. Both Susan 
Arnold of AMC and Danielle Pacik of the City of Concord, NH said the testimony of towns 
against Northern Pass in the NH SEC hearings was very influential. The developer argued 
that stakeholder conflict was not decisive, however. Lee Olivier of Eversource explained 
that, in his opinion, “group think” about the lack of need for a project like Northern Pass 
was the driving factor, rather than the conflict with key stakeholders. These ideas are related, 
however, since the perception that the project was unnecessary contributed to the 
opposition.  
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Table 4-3. Northern Pass: Stakeholder contribution to outcome 

Stakeholder Role Contribution of stakeholder conflict 
to outcome 

Will Abbott Advocate “Critical, the deciding factor.” 
Susan Arnold Advocate “The intervention by local municipalities 

and landowners was incredibly 
powerful.” 

Danielle Pacik Public Official “The testimony of towns played a large 
role.” 

Lee Olivier Developer “It had less to do with that. It was all 
about group think.” 

 
Stakeholders expressed mixed feelings about the fairness of the siting process for Northern 
Pass (Table 4-4). Advocates described the NH SEC review process as fair, although Susan 
Arnold of AMC acknowledged that, in her opinion, “the tilt is always in favor of the 
applicant” (even though the application was ultimately denied). Lee Olivier of Eversource 
argued that the NH SEC decision on Northern Pass was “arbitrary and capricious” and the 
process was biased.  
 
Danielle Pacik, who intervened in the NH SEC hearings on behalf of the City of Concord, 
New Hampshire, said that participating in the hearings was very time-consuming and created 
challenges for many of the towns that served as intervenors (Pacik 2019). The time and 
expertise required to review long, technical documents and meet the deadlines to serve as 
intervenors in the NH SEC process strained the capacity of many of the towns, some of 
whom had only one lawyer on staff. Pacik explained that Northern Pass consumed between 
60 and 80 percent of her workload during the NH SEC hearings.  
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Table 4-4. Northern Pass: Stakeholder perceptions of fairness 

Stakeholder Role Perceived fairness of process 
Lee Olivier Developer “The SEC decision was arbitrary and 

capricious.” 
Will Abbott Advocate “I wouldn’t criticize the SEC process. It 

was fair.” 
Susan Arnold Advocate “The tilt is always in favor of the 

applicant, but I credit the SEC. They 
worked hard to be fair.” 

Danielle Pacik Public Official “There were challenges with the process 
due to the intensity of time required to 
participate.” 

 
 
Several stakeholders in advocacy roles pointed out Eversource’s perceived arrogance as a 
driver of the project’s failure. Susan Arnold of AMC said “Eversource’s arrogance was a real 
problem. They thought they could railroad those ‘country bumpkins’ up north” (Arnold 
2019). In her view, Eversource did not conduct genuine outreach to communities, but rather 
came to stakeholders with an attitude of: “This is what we’re doing. It’s a done deal.” Arnold 
believed this arrogance led Eversource’s experts to be sloppy in their preparation of 
materials for the NH SEC hearings, enabling opponents to pick their arguments apart.  
 
Will Abbott of SPNHF had a similar view: “Eversource thought they would prevail with 
arrogance and financial capacity” (Abbott 2019). Abbott also felt Eversource did not engage 
in any real outreach to impacted communities: “Their public meetings were just about how 
great their project was” and did not provide an opportunity for two-way dialogue with 
stakeholders (Abbott 2019). In Abbott’s view, Eversource likely could have succeeded in 
getting permitting approvals for Northern Pass, even without agreeing to full burial, if they 
had handled public engagement differently. But instead, Abbott said, “They were their own 
enemy on this project.”  
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4.2.6 Summary 
 
Massachusetts selected Northern Pass to fulfill a clean energy procurement, but relied on 
New Hampshire to host the project and grant it a siting permit. Ultimately, Eversource was 
not able to make a convincing case that the project’s benefits to New Hampshire 
outweighed its costs. The visual and environmental impacts of the mostly above-ground 
transmission line generated substantial opposition from environmental groups, local 
landowners, and municipalities. Existing generators in the region faced competitive risk from 
Northern Pass and lent their technical expertise, and perhaps secretive funding, to the 
opposition as well.   
 
Faced with strong local opposition, Eversource agreed to bury portions of the line through 
the most controversial areas. But stakeholders remained dissatisfied with a route that 
included any aboveground line, pointing to alternative proposals for fully underground 
transmission projects. Eversource maintained that full burial of the line was financially 
impossible and pushed forward to permit the project with the two underground sections and 
the rest aboveground.  
 
The fight between Northern Pass and its opponents played out in federal and state permit 
processes, land acquisition battles, and in the public forum. Many local stakeholders 
perceived Eversource as arrogant, which only served to entrench the opposition and fuel 
their resistance through the long and draining NH SEC review process. The testimony of 
local stakeholders, especially municipalities, convinced the New Hampshire siting board that 
Northern Pass would be disruptive for the region and they voted to deny it a siting permit. 
Although the developers are appealing this decision to the state Supreme Court, with the 
outcome uncertain, the permit denial led to the cancellation of Northern Pass’s contract with 
Massachusetts utilities. It is doubtful whether Massachusetts, or any other state, would take 
the gamble on Northern Pass again, even if it were able to overturn the NH SEC decision.  
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Table 4-5. Northern Pass: Summary of results 

 
Project outcome Possibly fatal setbacks; final outcome uncertain  
Key turning points 1. Eversource agrees to bury portions of the line in Coos 

County and the White Mountain National Forest  
2. Federal permits approved 
3. New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee denies 

siting permit  
4. Massachusetts utilities abandon 83D contract with 

Northern Pass 
5. NH SEC decision appealed to state Supreme Court 

Perceived fairness § Opposition of local towns seen as highly influential in 
siting board decision  

§ Mixed perceptions of the fairness of state siting 
process 

§ Widespread perception of developer arrogance among 
advocates opposed to the project 

 

 Source of conflict Contribution to outcome 
1.  Inter-state costs and 

benefits 
Moderate 

2.  Environmental and visual 
impacts  

Major 

3.  Technology type and 
alternatives 

Major 

4.  Competing energy 
generators 

Minor to moderate  
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4.3 Cape Wind 

 
Cape Wind was a proposal for an offshore wind farm to be built in federal waters in 
Nantucket Sound, south of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. When the project began permitting in 
2001, it was the first ever proposal for an offshore wind farm in the United States. Cape 
Wind envisioned installing 130 wind turbines in Horseshoe Shoal, a shallow ocean area in 
federal waters five miles off the southern coast of Cape Cod and 15 miles from the island of 
Nantucket (Figure 4–3). The project would have the potential to generate up to 420 MW of 
renewable electricity for Cape Cod. Cape Wind was developed by Jim Gordon of Energy 
Management, Inc. (EMI), an energy entrepreneur with many years of experience developing 
natural gas and biomass power plants in New England. 
 
As a first-of-its-kind project in the United States, Cape Wind had to navigate a complex 
regulatory environment to secure the necessary federal, state, and local permits. The 
developers initially applied for federal approval with the Army Corps of Engineers in 2001, 
but after the passage of the Energy Policy Act of 2005, jurisdiction over the project passed 
to the Department of the Interior, which initiated a new environmental impact review 
process. Although the project was sited in federal waters, Cape Wind also had to seek state 
and local siting permits in Massachusetts for the cable connections that would bring the 
power onshore. Cape Wind received strong political support in the permitting and financing 
process from Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick, who served from 2007 to 2015. 
Despite offering relatively high prices, Massachusetts directed its two largest utilities, 
National Grid and NSTAR (now Eversource), to sign power purchase agreements (PPAs) 
with Cape Wind to help them comply with RPS requirements.   
 
Although Cape Wind was ultimately able to secure the necessary federal and state permits, 
years of delay and ongoing litigation from a dedicated group of project opponents ultimately 
led the project to miss a contractual construction deadline in 2015, which resulted in the 
termination of its PPAs. The loss of these contracts deeply undermined the project’s 
financial viability. In 2016, Massachusetts passed legislation to solicit competitive bids for 
offshore wind energy, but excluded Cape Wind from participating. In December 2017, 
fifteen years after starting the project, the Cape Wind developers surrendered their federal 
lease and announced they would cease development.   
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Figure 4–3. Cape Wind proposed site for offshore wind farm 

 
Image source: (BOEM 2019) 
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My results indicate that stakeholder resistance contributed heavily to project failure in the 
Cape Wind case. The project’s proposed site in Nantucket Sound generated a variety of local 
stakeholder concerns, most prominently around visual and environmental impacts and 
competing interests in Nantucket Sound. Even though Cape Wind enjoyed high-level 
political support from the state government during key periods, an organized and well-
funded opposition was able to sustain litigation and lobbying against Cape Wind that lasted 
for years. This opposition was able to delay and financially drain the project, contributing 
significantly to its eventual failure. I will explore the key drivers of conflict around Cape 
Wind using evidence from stakeholder interviews, public records, and media reports. 
 

4.3.1 Regulatory uncertainty  
 
Jim Gordon, the CEO of Cape Wind, explained that he and his team wanted to “capture the 
public imagination and really move the needle relative to renewable energy”  with Cape 
Wind (Gordon 2019). Gordon’s firm, Energy Management, Inc., had experience developing 
natural gas and biomass power plants, but Gordon said they wanted to develop a state-of-
the-art renewable energy project. Offshore wind was unheard-of in the United States at the 
time and even the onshore wind industry was relatively nascent when Cape Wind was 
proposed. Jack Clarke of Mass Audubon, an environmental non-profit, joked that when Jim 
Gordon first reached out to him to describe the idea in 2001, he responded, “Ok, what’s a 
wind farm?” (Clarke 2019).  
 
Jim Gordon and his team visited Northern Europe to learn about the pioneering offshore 
wind projects operating there. He explained they saw projects that were mostly 1-3 miles 
offshore in areas with shallow water and low waves (Gordon 2019). Gordon’s team selected 
the proposed Cape Wind site in Nantucket Sound because it had ideal technical 
characteristics: it was in federal waters, had sufficiently shallow water, low wave heights, and 
good wind speeds. Although contemporary offshore wind projects like Vineyard Wind (see 
4.4 Vineyard Wind) are sited in areas much further from shore in significantly deeper water, 
these deep-water sites were not feasible with the technology available at the time Cape Wind 
was proposed.  
 
As the first proposed offshore wind farm in the United States, Cape Wind forged a path 
through an uncertain regulatory environment during the siting and permitting process. The 
federal agency that now oversees offshore wind development in the United States, the 
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), did not exist at the time Cape Wind began 
permitting in 2001. Instead, Cape Wind filed an application with the Army Corps of 
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Engineers (ACOE), which had the power to permit obstructions to navigation in U.S. waters 
under the River and Harbors Act. ACOE issued a draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) for Cape Wind in late 2004 (BOEM 2015).  
 
Shortly after the ACOE completed its EIS, however, Congress passed the Energy Policy Act 
of 2005. Section 388 of the Energy Policy Act gave regulatory oversight of offshore wind 
projects to the Minerals Management Service (MMS), an agency within the Department of 
Interior that had regulated the offshore oil and gas industry. Interior was assigned 
responsibility for overseeing a competitive lease auction process for non-fossil energy 
development on the Outer Continental Shelf and now had jurisdiction over Cape Wind’s 
EIS and permitting. In 2009, MMS was folded into the newly created Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management (BOEM). 
 
The changes in the Energy Policy Act were meant to resolve some of the uncertainty around 
offshore wind energy development. Cape Wind was granted an exemption from the 
competitive lease auction requirement since it had already filed an application with ACOE 
(Vann 2012). However, the regulatory changes meant Cape Wind had to begin a new 
Environmental Impact Statement process with the Department of Interior, even after 
completing a three-year EIS process with ACOE (BOEM 2015). The second EIS for Cape 
Wind, overseen by Interior, was completed in 2009 – eight years after Cape Wind initially 
filed a federal application.  
 
Although jurisdiction over the wind turbine area fell to the federal government (since it was 
in federal waters), Cape Wind also had to get state and local permits for the submarine 
transmission cables that would pass through state waters to bring the energy onshore in the 
towns of Barnstable and Yarmouth, MA. The Massachusetts Energy Facility Siting Board 
(EFSB) was the agency in charge of permitting these cables. The EFSB’s jurisdiction was 
limited to the transmission cables from Cape Wind, which were similar to many other 
submarine cables that already existed in Nantucket Sound. However, it was challenging for 
stakeholders to accept that the agency was only reviewing the cables, and not the wind farm 
that fed the power into them. As such, the EFSB review process lasted much longer than for 
typical transmission cable projects and the hearings were contentious, with many intervenor 
groups who had an interest in the Cape Wind project as a whole. The EFSB approved Cape 
Wind’s application in 2005, but Cape Wind had to return to the EFSB to re-apply for the 
same permits three years later after project delays meant the original permits had expired. 
 
Cape Wind also required a permit from the Cape Cod Commission, a regional planning 
agency, because it qualified as a Development of Regional Impact. As with the EFSB, the 
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Commission’s mandate for review of the project did not include the wind farm in federal 
waters, but only the transmission cables that passed through state waters and onshore 
(Kimmell and Stalenhoef 2011). However, the high-profile debate about the project in the 
region meant the Commission’s review became another opportunity to judge the project as a 
whole, rather than simply consider the transmission cables. The Commission requested 
detailed information about the wind turbines and tried to delay its decision until after the 
federal EIS was completed, even though the wind turbines in federal waters were outside its 
jurisdiction (Kimmell and Stalenhoef 2011). When Cape Wind refused to extend the 
Commission’s review timeline as requested, the Commission denied the permits.  
 
Faced with this major roadblock from the Cape Cod Commission, Cape Wind turned to the 
state government, which under Governor Deval Patrick had offered the project strong 
support. Cape Wind appealed the Commission’s permit denial to the Massachusetts EFSB. 
In 2009, the EFSB overrode the Commission’s decision by issuing a composite permit 
(informally known as the “super-permit”) that granted Cape Wind all necessary state and 
local permits for the transmission cables (MA EFSB 2009). Although the EFSB had the 
power to issue composite permits since the 1970s, it was invoked very rarely and the Cape 
Wind super-permit was controversial (Kimmell and Stalenhoef 2011; L. Susskind and Cook 
2015). 
 
By 2010, nine years after initially filing, Cape Wind had received all the required federal, 
state, and local permits required to site the project. Jim Gordon, CEO of Cape Wind, said he 
initially thought the permitting process would take 3-4 years (Gordon 2019). Cape Wind 
suffered from a first-mover disadvantage in the regulatory process because offshore wind 
was a new and unknown industry. As one stakeholder put it, “We were all figuring it out as 
we went along” (Clarke 2019). But regulatory uncertainty was not the only factor slowing the 
project down. Cape Wind also faced major stakeholder opposition and concerns regarding 
its impacts in Nantucket Sound.   
 

4.3.2 Wildlife conservation 
 
Cape Wind generated concern about potential negative environmental impacts from the 
installation and operation of the wind turbines. The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
prepared by the Minerals Management Service reviewed the potential impacts on wildlife in 
Nantucket Sound. The EIS found that Cape Wind had to adopt mitigation measures during 
the construction period to avoid moderate negative impacts on marine mammals from pile 
driving the turbine foundations into the ocean floor (Minerals Management Service 2009b). 
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Impacts on other marine species like fish, shellfish, and sea turtles were expected to be 
minor, but impacts on birds and avian species were found to be moderate to major due to 
hazards from spinning turbine blades (Minerals Management Service 2009b). The public 
debate and engagement by environmental NGOs focused on these risks to birds. 
 
Jack Clarke is the Director of Public Policy & Government Relations at Mass Audubon, a 
longstanding nature conservation non-profit in Massachusetts dedicated to protecting birds 
and other wildlife. Jim Gordon of Cape Wind reached out to Clarke in 2001 to introduce the 
project and discuss potential environmental concerns Mass Audubon might have (Clarke 
2019). Clarke was unfamiliar with offshore wind at the time, but said Cape Wind became a 
large part of his workload in the subsequent years as he and his team studied how a wind 
farm would impact wildlife conservation in Nantucket Sound. Audubon felt it was important 
to “get it right” with Cape Wind since it was the first of its kind and would set the precedent 
for future projects (Clarke 2019). Audubon was interested in Cape Wind as a clean energy 
project that could help mitigate carbon emissions and address climate change, but they were 
also concerned about the risk wind turbines could pose for seabirds like roseate terns and 
sea ducks, as well as migratory songbirds that passed over the project area.  
 
Clarke told Jim Gordon that Audubon wanted three years of avian data from Horseshoe 
Shoal to help them determine potential impacts the wind farm would have during different 
times of year and on different species. According to Clarke, Gordon and his team were 
somewhat reluctant to wait for Audubon to conduct such extensive data collection before 
taking a position on the project (Clarke 2019). However, Audubon insisted on conducting 
independent avian research so that it could develop a science-based position on the project. 
Clarke suggested the overall process might have been faster if Cape Wind had accepted the 
need for avian studies earlier, since ultimately he “spent six years asking for three years of 
avian data” (Clarke 2019).  
 
To ensure the integrity of its research, Audubon raised its own funds and partnered with 
BOEM and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) to collect and analyze avian data. A team 
from Audubon also traveled to Northern Europe to study impacts of offshore wind farms 
there. The results of Audubon’s avian research were that roseate terns and sea ducks 
generally avoided flying over the proposed wind farm area, but that migratory songbirds 
would be at risk from the spinning turbine blades during periods of inclement weather when 
they fly at lower altitude than normal (Clarke 2019).  
 
Audubon developed a set of environmental mitigation conditions that they released in 2006 
as part of a “Challenge Proposal” to Cape Wind which, if adopted in full, would win 
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Audubon’s support for the project (Mass Audubon 2006). They proposed an Adaptive 
Management Plan with requirements for pre-construction avian surveying, installation of 
perching deterrents and thermal animal monitoring systems, and data reporting and 
adjustments to the mitigation requirements in the post-construction stage (Minerals 
Management Service 2009a). Audubon’s review standard was for the project to pose “no 
ecologically significant threat” to wildlife (Mass Audubon 2006). They acknowledged that 
this did not mean Cape Wind would have zero impacts, but emphasized that they reviewed 
Cape Wind in light of the threat posed by climate change and the urgent need for renewable 
energy (Mass Audubon 2006).  
 
Audubon’s conditional endorsement of Cape Wind made the front-page of the Boston Globe 
when announced in March 2006 (Daley 2006). Cape Wind agreed to meet Audubon’s 
Challenge terms in full by adopting the mitigation conditions outlined in the Adaptive 
Management Plan. Audubon’s support provided an important public boost to Cape Wind as 
it proceeded through the EIS process with the Department of Interior. While Jim Gordon 
said he was pleased to receive Audubon’s eventual endorsement, it came five years after the 
project was introduced. Cape Wind had spent the intervening years defending itself against 
litigation and heavy criticism from a group of motivated opponents on the Cape.  
 

4.3.3 Views and competing interests in Nantucket Sound 
 
Jim Gordon of Cape Wind said he and his team did outreach on the Cape before the project 
was officially announced to “test the waters” and gauge local reactions (Gordon 2019). He 
met with the Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce, local politicians, and the editorial board of 
the Cape Cod Times newspaper (Gordon 2019). Gordon said he was met with interest and that 
reactions in these meetings were “more or less positive.” However, shortly after the initial 
public meeting in West Yarmouth introducing Cape Wind, project opponents began to 
organize.  
 
Many Cape Cod residents, businesses, and organizations opposed Cape Wind on a variety of 
grounds. Since the turbines would be visible from shore, many Cape residents were 
concerned with how the wind farm would impact views over Nantucket Sound. Marina 
owners and commercial fishermen were concerned with how the wind farm would interfere 
with vessel traffic and fishing in Nantucket Sound. Recreational sailors were concerned with 
how the turbines would interfere with the annual Figawi Race and other sailing activities in 
Nantucket Sound. There was also concern that the turbines could pose a hazard to aviation 
in and out of Boston and Cape Cod airports, although a study by the Federal Aviation 
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Administration (FAA) found that, with minor mitigation measures, the project did not pose 
a risk to aviation (Minerals Management Service 2009b).  
 
Two Native American tribes in Cape Cod, the Mashpee Wampanoag of Cape Cod and the 
Aquinnah Wampanoag of Martha’s Vineyard, objected to Cape Wind because it would 
interfere with traditional sunrise ceremonies the tribes conducted on Nantucket Sound 
(Goodnough 2010). The tribes appealed to the Department of Interior to have Nantucket 
Sound listed in the National Register of Historic Places, which would block development in 
the area. This appeal led to stakeholder meetings between the Interior Department, Cape 
Wind, and the tribes, but did not produce a final listing. 
 
Local opposition to Cape Wind coalesced with the creation of a group called the Alliance to 
Protect Nantucket Sound (hereafter “the Alliance”). The Alliance is a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
organization founded in 2002 as a direct response to Cape Wind. Charles McLaughlin, an 
attorney based on the Cape, helped form the Alliance and was elected as the group’s first 
President. He recalls his first reaction when hearing about the Cape Wind proposal in 2001 
was: “these people can’t be serious” (McLaughlin 2019a). He attended the first public 
meeting about Cape Wind hosted by the Army Corps of Engineers in West Yarmouth and 
said the room was packed.  
 
McLaughlin said concerns among those who founded the Alliance centered on Cape Wind’s 
risks to navigation, especially the risk of catastrophic oil spills from barges transiting the area, 
as well as the visual impacts of the turbines. McLaughlin described the 130 proposed wind 
turbines as “a terrible blight in a pristine body of water.” Audra Parker, the current President 
and CEO of the Alliance, said their initial opposition to Cape Wind rested both on concerns 
about the project’s physical impacts as well as concerns about the lack of stakeholder 
involvement in the siting process (Parker 2019). She described Cape Wind as “irresponsibly 
sited” and said the developers chose the location based on technical criteria without any 
input from locals.  
 
Jim Gordon said he offered voluntary concessions to project opponents, including reducing 
the size and number of turbines and moving them further from shore, but explained that the 
Alliance was not interested in any outcome where the wind farm remained in Nantucket 
Sound (Gordon 2019). Charles McLaughlin said that the Cape & Vineyard Electric 
Cooperative tried to negotiate to offer Cape Wind a power purchase contract if they would 
move the project out of Nantucket Sound. Given the need for shallower waters in the 
Sound, however, Cape Wind could not accommodate that offer (McLaughlin 2019a). The 
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Nantucket Sound site thus proved an immovable point of contention between the developer 
and the project opponents.  
 
The Alliance used litigation as a primary tactic against Cape Wind – a common strategy in 
facility siting disputes. They filed dozens of lawsuits in state and federal courts that drew on 
a variety of legal arguments ranging from defense of the public trust to free market 
principles. The Alliance also paid legal fees for the town of Barnstable to support its 
litigation against Cape Wind (Mohl 2013b). Although the Alliance did not win any of its 
lawsuits against Cape Wind, the tactic was nonetheless successful at throwing road blocks 
that slowed the project down and drained it financially.  
 

4.3.4 Financial and political influence 
 
Many communities object to energy infrastructure in their backyard, but facility siting is 
especially contentious when the local community includes very wealthy and politically 
powerful residents. Cape Cod has a year-round population of middle-class residents, but it is 
also a summer vacation destination for many of America’s elite. Oyster Harbors, a wealthy 
Barnstable neighborhood abutting Nantucket Sound, is home to many prominent residents 
including the Mellon family and William (Bill) Koch, a billionaire investor who built his 
fortune on fossil fuels. The Kennedy family compound in Hyannis Port is a few miles to the 
east of Oyster Harbors. Both Bill Koch and Ted Kennedy became prominent Cape Wind 
opponents. Bill Koch served as co-chairman of the Alliance and was one of its largest 
funders. Ted Kennedy, who at the time was the U.S. Senator for Massachusetts until his 
death in 2009, was also a fierce opponent of Cape Wind, despite his support for clean energy 
to combat climate change.  
 
Jim Gordon described how Cape Wind highlighted the unequal power that communities 
have in the siting process: When power plants are proposed in low-income communities, 
residents usually do not have the time or money to found non-profits and fund costly 
litigation and lobbying efforts (Gordon 2019). Cape Wind, however, was proposed in the 
backyard of a group of people with a lot of money and political clout.  
 
Jim Gordon said he reached out to Bill Koch early on to see if he could gain his support. 
The two men met for a cordial dinner where Gordon described the project and showed 
Koch some visual simulations of the turbines as seen from shore. In Gordon’s recollection, 
Koch told him he would do his own visual simulations and, if he didn’t like the way it 
looked, promised to “fight you to the death on this” (Gordon 2019). In a 2013 interview, 
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Koch described Cape Wind as “visual pollution” since it would interrupt the views from his 
Cape home (Mohl 2013a). Even at the time of the initial dinner meeting, Koch was already 
funding the Alliance and he became an open and vocal opponent of Cape Wind throughout 
its permitting and contracting process (Mohl 2013a).  
 
Jim Gordon of Cape Wind argued that the Alliance presented misleading information to the 
public, including images that made it seem as if the Cape Wind turbines would appear much 
larger from shore than they would in reality. Gordon explained that several former 
opponents of Cape Wind, including the CEO of Cape Air (the local airline) and journalist 
Walter Cronkite, later reversed their positions after realizing they had received inaccurate 
information about the project (Gordon 2019). Jack Clarke of Mass Audubon described the 
Alliance to Protect Nantucket Sound as “Koch’s organization” and said they were 
“constantly reaching out trying to buy us [Mass Audubon] off” (Clarke 2019). Clarke said the 
Alliance was never allowed in any environmental coalition with Audubon or other 
prominent environmental groups because they were not perceived as legitimate.  
 
For her part, Audra Parker of the Alliance said she was “puzzled” by Audubon’s support for 
Cape Wind, given what she described as the project’s “significant” risk to birds. Parker 
argued that while some tried to trivialize the legitimate negative impacts of the project and 
paint the group as just representing the interests of Bill Koch or other wealthy residents, the 
organization actually represented a large coalition of stakeholders on the Cape, including 
several towns, the two Wampanoag tribes, fishing interests, business groups, ferry operators, 
airport commissions, local environmental groups, and others.  
 
Public opinion about Cape Wind on Cape Cod was highly divided. A 2005 survey of Cape 
residents found that 56% were opposed to the project and 44% supported it (Firestone et al. 
2012). In 2009, a repeat survey led by the same researcher found that public opinion had 
shifted and a majority of Cape residents by then supported the project (57%), while 41% 
remained opposed (Firestone et al. 2012).  
 
Cape Wind was a prominent feature of Massachusetts politics during its decade of 
permitting. Mitt Romney, the Republican governor of Massachusetts from 2003 to 2007, was 
vocal in his opposition to Cape Wind during his term. He testified against Cape Wind at an 
Army Corps hearing, saying: “I’ve seen wind farms. They’re not pretty” (Ebbert 2005). 
Governor Romney advocated against the Nantucket Sound location specifically, calling the 
area “a national treasure” and “a tourist magnet worth millions of dollars,” suggesting wind 
energy should be sited in other locations instead (Ebbert 2005).  
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When Deval Patrick became governor, however, the political tide turned in favor of Cape 
Wind. Governor Patrick, a Democrat who served from 2007 to 2015, supported Cape Wind 
from the start of his campaign and was instrumental in streamlining the permitting and 
financing process for the project. During his term, the EFSB issued the “super-permit” to 
grant Cape Wind all necessary siting approvals. Under Patrick’s leadership, the 
Massachusetts legislature also passed laws that generated demand for Cape Wind’s energy, 
including an ambitious Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) policy and statutory 
requirements for utilities to contract for locally-produced renewable energy.  
 
In 2010 and 2012, National Grid and NSTAR, the state’s two largest utilities, signed long-
term power purchase agreements (PPAs) representing 77.5% of Cape Wind’s energy at a 
starting price of 18.7 cents per kilowatt-hour and increasing 3.5% per year (Daley 2010; 
Ailworth 2012). The utilities were reluctant to enter into these contracts, since the price was 
more than double prevailing wholesale market prices for electricity at the time and would 
increase consumer electricity bills. However, Massachusetts was expanding its RPS policy, 
which required utilities to obtain an increasing percentage of electricity from renewable 
sources each year. The state government saw Cape Wind as necessary for the utilities to 
reach their RPS targets.  
 
Cape Wind’s high contract price generated some public backlash (Daley 2010). In 2006, Bill 
Koch published a Wall Street Journal op-ed criticizing Cape Wind on economic and technical 
grounds, calling it “a giant boondoggle” that benefitted a private developer at the expense of 
Massachusetts ratepayers (Koch 2006). The utility contracts also gave the Alliance new 
leverage in its lobbying and litigation efforts.  The Alliance filed a lawsuit against the 
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities for approving the utilities’ contracts with Cape 
Wind, alleging the preference for in-state energy was in violation of the Commerce Clause of 
the U.S. Constitution (Alliance to Protect Nantucket Sound, Inc., et al. vs. Massachusetts 
Department of Public Utilities, et al. 2011). However, the court ruled in favor of the state, 
upholding the right of utilities to enter into long-term contracts for renewable energy and 
finding that the Cape Wind contract was in the public interest.  
 
Although Cape Wind won the many legal challenges brought against it by the Alliance, the 
relentless litigation slowed Cape Wind’s permitting progress and drained the developers 
financially. Bill Koch explained that his strategy to defeat Cape Wind was “delay, delay, 
delay” since this increases costs and heightens risk for investors, which can ultimately prove 
fatal for energy projects (Mohl 2013a). In a court ruling against the Alliance’s challenge of 
the utility contracts, a U.S. District Court judge appeared to chastise the group for their 
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delaying tactics, saying: “there comes a point at which the right to litigate can become a 
vexatious abuse of the democratic process” (Wood 2014).  
 
The delays did indeed prove fatal for Cape Wind. Tied up by lawsuits, Cape Wind missed an 
important construction deadline in 2015 which resulted in the Massachusetts utilities 
terminating their PPAs (Abel 2015). The PPA cancellation is now widely viewed as the death 
blow for Cape Wind. The final nail in the coffin for Cape Wind, however, was the Energy 
Diversity Act passed by the Massachusetts legislature in 2016. Governor Charlie Baker’s 
administration was beginning a major push for offshore wind in Massachusetts. The Energy 
Diversity Act directed utilities to solicit competitive bids for 1200 MW of offshore wind 
power. However, the law stipulated that the wind farms had to be at least 10 miles offshore 
and in lease areas auctioned by BOEM in 2012 or later. (MA Session Law 2016). These 
provisions excluded Cape Wind from the bidding process. Cape Wind called the bill 
“blatantly anti-competitive” for “arbitrarily” excluding their project (Kessler 2016).  
 
Although Cape Wind had pioneered the idea of offshore wind in Massachusetts, it would 
not play a role in the future of the industry. Cape Wind Associates formally folded in 2017, 
although Jim Gordon continues his work as a renewable energy developer at Energy 
Management, Inc.  
 
While the Alliance declared victory on Cape Wind, the group remains active under Audra 
Parker’s leadership today with the goal of getting the federal waters in Nantucket Sound 
designated as a National Historic Landmark to protect them from any future development 
(Parker 2019). Parker and the Alliance have also been involved with stakeholder processes 
for the new offshore wind leases in the Outer Continental Shelf, where Vineyard Wind is 
proposed.  
 

4.3.5 Perceptions of the process 
 
All stakeholders agreed that the stakeholder opposition to Cape Wind, led by the Alliance, 
was highly influential in determining the project outcome (Table 4-6). Regarding the fairness 
of the process, both sides of the conflict emphasized the tirelessness of their opponents 
(Table 4-7).  
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Table 4-6. Cape Wind: Stakeholder contribution to outcome 

Stakeholder Role Contribution of stakeholder advocacy 
to outcome 

Audra Parker Advocate “Huge. If the local community hadn’t 
engaged, it wouldn’t have been 
defeated.” 

Charlie McLaughlin Public Official, 
Advocate 

“It was determinative, clearly.” 
“We won by attrition.” 

Jack Clarke Advocate “The Koch lawsuits are what wore them 
down. That was the single biggest 
factor.” 

Jim Gordon Developer “The opposition played a tremendous 
role in the eventual outcome.” 

 
 
Table 4-7. Cape Wind: Stakeholder perceptions of fairness 

Stakeholder Role Perceived fairness of process 
Audra Parker Advocate “It was goal-oriented for Cape Wind: 

‘We want to build this, let’s figure out 
how to do it.’ It was very challenging to 
stop the project.” 

Charlie McLaughlin Public Official, 
Advocate 

“The regulators were hell-bent on getting 
this thing approved” 

Jack Clarke Advocate “The process was very fair, but we were 
all figuring it out as we went along” 

Jim Gordon Developer “Regulatory decisions were fair, but we 
weren’t treated fairly” 
“They try to break you” 

 
 
Jim Gordon of Cape Wind said his opponents’ strategy was “to try to break you.” Charles 
McLaughlin said “the regulators were hell-bent on getting this thing approved” and Audra 
Parker emphasized how challenging it was to stop the project, given the developer’s 
determination. Thus, despite their eventual victory, Cape Wind’s opponents perceived their 
advocacy as an uphill battle against a powerful developer with strong regulatory inertia in 
favor of the project. McLaughlin said that Cape Wind eventually “capitulated” in the face of 
their appeals: “We won by attrition.” 
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Jim Gordon lamented that, in his opinion, “Cape Wind reflects the unequal distribution of 
wealth and political influence in our society.” While Gordon described all the regulatory 
decisions as fair and praised some “courageous regulators” who refused to bend under 
political pressure, he thought the regulatory process was too easy for well-funded opponents 
to manipulate in order to drag out decisions and make the process more difficult and slower. 
However, Audra Parker of the Alliance said she thinks Cape Wind failed because “it was a 
bad project from the start” and that ultimately, “the unyielding local opposition and the 
economics are probably what killed it” (Parker 2019).  
 

4.3.6 Summary 
 
Cape Wind qualifies as a failure under the definition outlined earlier in this thesis because it 
did not complete construction or deliver energy as planned. Regulatory uncertainty around 
offshore wind as a new energy technology served to complicate and slow the siting and 
permitting process. Stakeholder concerns about wildlife required substantial scientific review, 
but ultimately led mainstream environmental groups, led by Mass Audubon, to endorse Cape 
Wind for its net environmental benefits. Concerns about Cape Wind’s impacts on views and 
other activities in Nantucket Sound proved the more potent source of stakeholder conflict.  
 
Motivated local opponents, led by the Alliance to Protect Nantucket Sound, benefitted from 
financial power and political influence that allowed them to sustain litigation and lobbying 
efforts against Cape Wind for years. The project’s high cost also undermined its viability and 
gave ammunition to the opposition. Even with high-level political support from Governor 
Deval Patrick and his administration, Cape Wind could not overcome the cost and delays of 
the ongoing litigation. Cape Wind missed contractual deadlines, had its PPAs cancelled, and 
was finally barred from any future state offshore wind procurements, leading the developers 
to abandon the project.   
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Table 4-8. Cape Wind: Summary of results 

Project outcome Failure (never constructed, plans abandoned in 2017) 
Key turning points 1. Federal oversight switches from ACOE to 

Department of Interior, requiring new EIS process 
2. Alliance to Protect Nantucket Sound forms to oppose 

the project 
3. MA EFSB issues Cape Wind a “super-permit” 

granting all necessary state and local permits 
4. Cape Wind signs Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) 

with Massachusetts utilities 
5. Cape Wind misses construction deadline and has PPAs 

terminated 
6. Cape Wind barred from future MA offshore wind 

bids, company folds 
Perceived fairness § New technology faced regulatory uncertainty that 

prolonged the siting process  
§ Opponents viewed developer and regulators as 

relentless in pursuing project without stakeholder 
input  

§ Developer and supporters saw opposition as having 
outsize role due to financial and political influence 

 

 Source of conflict Contribution to outcome 
1.  Regulatory uncertainty Moderate 
2.  Wildlife conservation Minor 
3.  Views and competing 

interests in Nantucket 
Sound 

Major 

4.  Financial and political 
influence 

Major 
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4.4 Vineyard Wind  
 
Vineyard Wind is a proposed offshore wind farm to be sited in federal waters 14 miles off 
the southern coast of Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts (Figure 4–4). If completed, Vineyard 
Wind would be the second offshore wind farm built in the United States1 and, at 800 MW 
installed capacity, by far the largest. Vineyard Wind’s proposal is to install 84 offshore 
turbines rated at 9.5 MW each, lay submarine transmission cables to connect the wind farm 
to shore, and construct a new electrical substation in Barnstable, Massachusetts that will 
inject the wind power into the existing bulk power grid. The project is currently on track to 
begin construction in late 2019.  
 
The developer, Vineyard Wind LLC, is an equal ownership partnership between 
Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners and Avangrid Renewables, a subsidiary of the major 
Spanish renewable energy company Iberdrola. The CEO of Vineyard Wind, Lars Pederson, 
previously worked developing offshore wind projects in Europe with DONG Energy (now 
Ørsted), a major Danish energy firm.   
 
In May 2018, Vineyard Wind was selected as the winning bid for an offshore wind 
procurement by the Massachusetts distribution utilities under section 83C of the Energy 
Diversity Act of 2016 (the same legislation that generated the Northern Pass contract and 
excluded Cape Wind from offshore wind bidding). Vineyard Wind’s levelized contract price 
of 6.5 cents per kilowatt-hour (in 2017 dollars) (MA DOER 2018a) was lower than many 
industry experts anticipated (Pyper 2018) and was celebrated by government officials as a 
win for ratepayers and for Massachusetts’ clean energy goals (Massachusetts EEA 2018). As 
with Northern Pass, Massachusetts electricity customers will pay for the project through this 
long-term power purchase contract. If Vineyard Wind is able to begin construction in 2019 
as planned, it will be able to take advantage of the federal Investment Tax Credit for wind 
energy projects, which was crucial to the project’s competitive pricing (Pyper 2018). 
Vineyard Wind also plans to participate in the ISO New England forward capacity market 
auction for the period 2023-2024, which would provide an additional revenue source 
(Gheorghiu 2019).  
 
  

                                            
1 The first offshore wind farm in the United States is the Block Island Wind Farm in Rhode Island, 
which was completed in 2016. 
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Figure 4–4. Vineyard Wind proposed site for offshore wind farm 

 
Image source: (Vineyard Wind 2019b) 
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Vineyard Wind filed a Construction and Operations Plan (COP) with the federal Bureau of 
Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) in December 2017. Although the project would be 
sited in federal waters, it has also undergone permitting in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. 
In Massachusetts, Vineyard Wind was approved under the Massachusetts Environmental 
Policy Act (MEPA) in October 2018 and received permits for its onshore cable connections 
from the Energy Facilities Siting Council in May 2019. After lengthy negotiations with the 
Rhode Island fishing industry, Vineyard Wind was also able to secure approval in February 
2019 from the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC) as part of a 
federal consistency process with BOEM. The developers anticipate a final decision from 
BOEM in summer 2019 and say they are on-track start construction in late 2019. As of May 
2019, a successful outcome for Vineyard Wind appears likely. 
 
My results indicate that the Vineyard Wind project has benefitted from three drivers of 
success, while facing two major sources of conflict. The key drivers of success in the siting 
and permitting process have been technological improvements in wind turbines, effective 
community outreach, and comprehensive ocean planning processes. The two major drivers 
of conflict have been opposition from the commercial fishing industry in Rhode Island and 
environmental concerns. Environmental concerns were successfully addressed through 
mitigation measures during project design. Negotiations with the Rhode Island fishing 
industry were more difficult to resolve and required substantial compensation in order to 
reach agreement. I will explore each source of conflict and driver of success using evidence 
gathered from my stakeholder interviews, public records, and media reports.  
 

4.4.1 Technological change 
 
Vineyard Wind has benefitted from access to wind turbine technology that was not available 
at the time Cape Wind was proposed. Current turbine technologies and construction 
techniques make it possible to anchor wind turbines in much deeper waters, which has 
enabled Vineyard Wind to choose a site 15 miles offshore and out of view from shore. In 
contrast, the turbine technology available to Cape Wind at the time required shallow waters 
and low wave heights, which meant the developers had to choose a site much closer to 
shore. Nate Mayo, the Manager of Development and Policy at Vineyard Wind, said their 
location further offshore and out of viewsheds has done a lot to assuage onshore 
stakeholder concerns (Mayo 2019).  
 
Vineyard Wind has also able to leverage advances in offshore wind technology to produce 
more power at a lower cost. Vineyard Wind will use fewer turbines to produce almost twice 
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as much power as Cape Wind would have, thanks to the availability of much larger capacity 
turbines. Given the steep decline in cost for offshore wind technology and construction, 
Vineyard Wind is also able to be much more cost-competitive in the electricity market than 
Cape Wind was. Costs for offshore wind in Europe declined by almost two-thirds between 
2010 and 2019 (Efstathiou 2018). The decrease in technology cost combined with the 
available federal and state financial incentives mean that Vineyard Wind’s levelized contract 
price of 6.5 cents per kilowatt-hour is expected to save Massachusetts ratepayers $1.4 billion 
over 20 years.2 Vineyard Wind’s price represents a huge drop from Cape Wind’s contract 
price of 18.7 cents per kilowatt-hour, which would have increased customer bills. 
 
Vineyard Wind has enjoyed significant advantages based on the technological improvements 
that have taken place in offshore wind technology. Vineyard Wind is further offshore and 
less expensive to build than Cape Wind. These two factors have made it easier to garner 
public approval during the siting and permitting processes.  
 

4.4.2 Community outreach  
 
The experience of Cape Wind was on the minds of the developers and previously impacted 
stakeholders as Vineyard Wind began development. Several employees of Vineyard Wind 
had previous experience with Cape Wind, either working on the Cape Wind team directly 
(Rachel Pachter, Vineyard Wind’s Vice President of Permitting Affairs, worked for Cape 
Wind Associates) or working externally as opponents of Cape Wind (Nate Mayo, the 
Manager of Development and Policy at Vineyard Wind, worked in state politics as a Cape 
Wind opponent).  
 
Nate Mayo said he “can’t overstate” how much the experience of Cape Wind has informed 
Vineyard Wind’s efforts (Mayo 2019). He explained that the contentious experience of Cape 
Wind led many to view Vineyard Wind initially with suspicion. However, Mayo said the 
Vineyard Wind team saw their project as an opportunity to “heal old wounds” that remained 
from the Cape Wind experience by taking a different approach to community engagement. 
He described their strategy as “community first,” and said the team aimed to “show respect 
and awareness” by approaching stakeholders very early in the process to hear their concerns 
and get their input. However, Mayo explained that a challenge for their team was that some 
important stakeholders were reluctant to participate in early planning efforts: “People push 

                                            
2 Based on modeling of future Renewable Energy Credit (REC) prices and the price-suppression 
effect of a zero marginal cost resource in the wholesale market.   
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you off until things get real. They would say, ‘Come talk to us when you get your bid 
approved.’”  
 
Charles McLaughlin, who worked to oppose Cape Wind for the Alliance to Protect 
Nantucket Sound and the Town of Barnstable, agrees that the lessons of Cape Wind were 
not lost on anyone (McLaughlin 2019b). In his role as an attorney for the Town of 
Barnstable, McLaughlin has been involved in negotiations surrounding Vineyard Wind. 
However, he reports that many of the issues the town had with Cape Wind have been 
resolved in Vineyard Wind’s design. Vineyard Wind’s site further offshore and outside of 
Nantucket Sound has addressed many of the concerns that arose with Cape Wind. Vineyard 
Wind is also using newer technologies for the transmission cables and electrical substation 
that McLaughlin said better address local safety concerns.  
 
Vineyard Wind plans to lay submarine transmission cables that will connect the offshore 
wind farm to a new onshore electrical substation in Barnstable, where the power will be 
injected into the bulk power grid. Vineyard Wind began outreach in Barnstable in 2016, 
according to Nate Mayo of Vineyard Wind. Mayo said their team was “pounding the 
pavement” in Barnstable to let locals know they were available and wanted to address the 
community’s concerns (Mayo 2019). Mayo said they were met initially with a lot of concern, 
but Vineyard Wind engaged town staff in a series of in-depth discussions and negotiations 
about the transmission cables and substation plans.  
 
Following several months of discussion and negotiations, Vineyard Wind and the Town of 
Barnstable signed a Host Community Agreement (HCA) in October 2018 (Town of 
Barnstable and Vineyard Wind 2018). In the HCA, Vineyard Wind agreed to make payments 
to the town totaling $16 million over the lifetime of the project, which includes property 
taxes and additional host community payments. The HCA also specifies that Vineyard Wind 
will construct containment systems in its new electrical substation in Barnstable to protect 
local groundwater from contamination by dielectric fluids used in the electrical equipment. 
Finally, the HCA also requires an “absolute, unconditional assurance” that Vineyard Wind 
will never let an energy facility sited in Nantucket Sound interconnect to its submarine 
transmission cables. This is essentially an assurance that Vineyard Wind cannot be used to 
help a future Cape Wind-like project.  
 
McLaughlin of the Town of Barnstable praised the Vineyard Wind team for “coming in the 
door ready and willing to talk” (McLaughlin 2019b). While McLaughlin said the negotiations 
were challenging, he described Vineyard Wind’s communication and outreach to locals as 
“very effective.” Mayo of Vineyard Wind said the successful execution of the HCA with 
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Barnstable was a result of their dedicated community engagement efforts. Shortly after the 
HCA was signed, the Barnstable Town Council voted unanimously to approve Vineyard 
Wind’s transmission cable, which will come onshore at Covell’s Beach in Barnstable. This 
unanimous support in Barnstable stands in stark contrast to the town’s years of litigation and 
opposition to Cape Wind.  
 
Vineyard Wind also signed a Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) with Vineyard Power, a 
non-profit cooperative on Martha’s Vineyard that promotes renewable energy. Vineyard 
Power was formed in 2009 in response to Cape Wind, according to Erik Peckar, the General 
Manager of Vineyard Power. Peckar explained that the cooperative was formed by residents 
on Martha’s Vineyard who wanted to ensure that future offshore wind projects would 
provide direct benefits to the Martha’s Vineyard community and that the community would 
have a voice in the development of these projects (Peckar 2019). Peckar said Vineyard 
Power developed a relationship with Vineyard Wind early on when BOEM was beginning 
the process to auction offshore wind leases (Peckar 2019). In the 2015 Massachusetts lease 
auction, BOEM gave preference to bidders with a signed Community Benefits Agreement 
(CBA) or power purchase agreement (PPA). This motivated Vineyard Wind and Vineyard 
Power to sign a CBA in January 2015 (Peckar 2019). 
 
In the CBA with Vineyard Power, Vineyard Wind committed to the creation of a permanent 
operations and maintenance facility in Vineyard Haven that will support up to 40 full-time 
jobs for the operational life of the project. As part of its bid in the 83C procurement, 
Vineyard Wind also committed $1 million over 15 years towards an Affordability and 
Resilience Fund that Martha’s Vineyard can use for other renewable energy projects 
(Vineyard Power 2018). That fund will be administered by Vineyard Power and a non-profit 
partner. Following the execution of the CBA, Vineyard Power has publicly supported and 
advocated for Vineyard Wind in both the federal, state, and local permitting process (Peckar 
2019). Erik Peckar described the collaboration with Vineyard Wind in very positive terms 
and praised Vineyard Wind for “understanding the importance of engaging with local 
communities” (Peckar 2019).  
 
The successful execution of a Host Community Agreement with Barnstable and a 
Community Benefits Agreement with Vineyard Power demonstrates that Vineyard Wind was 
successful at building support among onshore communities. Vineyard Wind was explicit in 
developing a community engagement strategy that would avoid the type of local conflicts 
that emerged around Cape Wind. Well-executed community outreach, combined with a 
more agreeable site further offshore and a willingness to share some of the financial benefits 
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of the project, helped Vineyard Wind flip communities like Barnstable that were Cape Wind 
opponents into partners.   
 

4.4.3 Environmental concerns  
 
Vineyard Wind generated some stakeholder conflict about the project’s environmental 
impacts. One source of conflict was the route for the submarine transmission cables that 
would bring power from the wind farm onshore to the new electrical substation in 
Barnstable. In the Construction and Operations Plan (COP) it submitted to BOEM, 
Vineyard Wind proposed two possible cable routes: a western route that would come 
onshore at Covell’s Beach in Barnstable, Mass. and an eastern route that would pass through 
Lewis Bay and come onshore at New Hampshire Avenue in Yarmouth, Mass. (Figure 4–5) 
(BOEM 2018b). Both cable routes would be entirely submarine and underground.  
 
The eastern cable route through Lewis Bay proved controversial because of potential 
environmental and economic impacts. Lewis Bay is home to oyster farming, commercial 
fishing launches, and recreational swimming and sailing (Vineyard Wind 2018a). It is also a 
nationally recognized marine habitat area, but one that suffers from excessive nitrogen 
content from septic systems and runoff (BOEM 2018b). Vineyard Wind received dozens of 
stakeholder comments objecting to the negative impacts that laying the cable through Lewis 
Bay would have on tourism and recreation, oyster farming, and the ability to conduct 
remedial dredging of the bay (Vineyard Wind 2018a; BOEM 2018b). BOEM’s 
environmental review substantiated many of these stakeholder concerns, finding that the 
Lewis Bay route would have potential moderate to major negative impacts on recreation and 
tourism, commercial and subsistence fishing, and navigation and vessel traffic (BOEM 
2018b). 
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Figure 4–5. Vineyard Wind proposed cable routes  

 
Image source: (BOEM 2018b) 
 
 

Vineyard Wind Offshore Wind Energy Project   
Draft Environmental Impact Statement  Executive Summary 

ES-3 

 
Note: The inter-array cable layout shown is an example. The final cable layout and location would be within the approved PDE. 

Figure ES-1: Proposed Project Elements 
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Based on the strong stakeholder objections to the Lewis Bay route, Vineyard Wind agreed to 
switch to the Covell’s Beach cable route and enshrined that decision in the Barnstable HCA. 
Nate Mayo of Vineyard Wind explained that they had the flexibility to switch to an 
alternative cable route because they used a “Project Design Envelope” (PDE) approach in 
the preparation of the Construction and Operations Plan submitted to BOEM. BOEM 
describes the PDE approach as “a permit application or plan that describes a reasonable 
range of project designs” and gives applicants flexibility to respond to changing technology, 
stakeholder feedback, and other unpredictable circumstances that arise during the permitting 
process (BOEM 2018a). Following the PDE approach, Vineyard Wind submitted multiple 
design options for turbine size, number of turbines, and cable routes in its Construction and 
Operations Plan and BOEM evaluated all these options in the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement. As a result, Vineyard Wind had the flexibility to select the alternative Covell’s 
Beach cable route in response to stakeholder feedback without requiring a change to its 
BOEM application. 
 
Vineyard Wind’s proposed site also generated concern about impacts on the North Atlantic 
right whale, a critically endangered species. Only around 400 right whales remain on the 
planet after they were hunted to near-extinction for their oil in the 18th and 19th centuries 
(National Wildlife Federation 2019). Right whales are sighted annually in the North Atlantic, 
including in the Vineyard Wind project area (BOEM 2018b). Their presence in the project 
area led a coalition of conservation groups to initiate negotiations with Vineyard Wind 
regarding ways of protecting this vulnerable species during the project construction period. 
The coalition included the Conservation Law Foundation (CLF), a regional environmental 
group, as well as two prominent national groups: the Natural Resources Defense Council 
(NRDC) and the National Wildlife Federation (NWF). Concerns centered around 
minimizing underwater noise during the construction period that could interfere with the 
whales’ ability to communicate, find food, and stay on their migration path, especially during 
calving periods. 
 
After several months of negotiations, Vineyard Wind and the environmental groups reached 
an agreement on right whale mitigation in January 2019 (Vineyard Wind et al. 2019). The 
five-year agreement requires Vineyard Wind to abstain from pile driving to secure turbine 
foundations in the ocean floor between January 1 and April 30, when right whales are most 
likely to be near the project site. Vineyard Wind also agreed to conduct rigorous monitoring 
of noise levels, to stop pile driving if whales are sited in the project area, to abide by vessel 
speed limits, and to commit $3 million for technologies and research to further safeguard 
marine mammals. The conservation groups praised the agreement with Vineyard Wind as a 
way to protect marine mammals while ensuring the “critically needed” development of clean 
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energy to ameliorate the negative impacts of climate change (National Wildlife Federation 
2019).  
 
Vineyard Wind was able to reach successful agreements with environmental stakeholders 
regarding onshore cable routes and whale conservation because of the timing and strategies 
they adopted. They had the flexibility to choose an alternative cable route in response to 
stakeholder concerns because they used a Project Design Envelope approach in preparing 
their application to BOEM. Vineyard Wind was also willing to enter into voluntary 
negotiations outside the formal BOEM process and adopt mitigation measures to meet the 
interests of stakeholders concerned about right whales. In both cases, Vineyard Wind gained 
the support of potential adversaries by considering alterations to its project design that met 
stakeholder interests without creating unreasonable financial or scheduling burdens.  
 

4.4.4 Ocean planning 
 
The experience of Cape Wind led to interest in comprehensive ocean planning processes 
that might guide the development of the emerging offshore wind industry in the United 
States. In 2010, the Department of Interior launched the “Smart from the Start” initiative to 
identify the “lowest conflict, highest resource” areas for offshore wind development in the 
North Atlantic (DOI 2011). The Smart from the Start initiative identified Wind Energy 
Areas (WEAs) in federal waters of the North Atlantic that BOEM then divided into lease 
blocks for competitive auction. The WEA off the Massachusetts coast, which includes 
Vineyard Wind’s lease area, was chosen to avoid high sea duck concentration and high value 
fishing grounds (BOEM 2012). Audra Parker of the Alliance to Protect Nantucket Sound 
highlighted the Smart from the Start initiative as a positive example of the type of 
stakeholder engagement and planning that did not occur with Cape Wind. 
 
Rhode Island undertook its own comprehensive ocean planning process in the late 2000s 
called the Ocean Special Area Management Plan (Ocean SAMP). Jennifer McCann of the 
Coastal Resources Center (CRC) at the University of Rhode Island co-directed the Ocean 
SAMP along with the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC), a 
state agency. She explained that Donald Carcieri, the Governor of Rhode Island between 
2007 and 2011, was interested in capitalizing on the North Atlantic as “the Saudi Arabia of 
offshore wind” and promoting offshore wind for its environmental and economic benefits 
(Carini 2011; McCann 2019). The conflict surrounding Cape Wind at the time, though, 
contributed to many stakeholders in Rhode Island having serious concerns about the 
emerging offshore wind industry. McCann explained that CRMC was able to convince the 
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Governor to undertake the Ocean SAMP planning process before unleashing the offshore 
wind industry in order to ensure a more streamlined rollout in Rhode Island and minimize 
conflicts like those surrounding Cape Wind (McCann 2019).    
 
Rhode Island’s Ocean SAMP was the first spatial ocean plan in the country and involved a 
team of hundreds of experts from CRMC, the University of Rhode Island, state and federal 
agencies, nonprofits, and other stakeholder groups. The goal of the Ocean SAMP was to 
ensure that offshore wind development would be compatible with ecological protection and 
other human coastal uses (CRMC 2010). The Ocean SAMP team gathered oral histories 
from the Narragansett Native American tribe, consulted with the organizers of important 
sailing races, and worked with researchers from Denmark about offshore wind impacts on 
birds (McCann 2019). As part of the Ocean SAMP process, CRMC also appointed a nine-
member Fishermen’s Advisory Board (FAB) with representatives from Rhode Island’s main 
fisheries. Based on a huge body of scientific and stakeholder input, the Ocean SAMP 
outlined zones for different coastal uses in the waters off Rhode Island. The plan was 
published and enacted in 2010 (CRMC 2010).  
 
McCann explained that the University of Rhode Island played an important role in the 
stakeholder process for the Ocean SAMP because the Coastal Resources Center there had 
years of experience working with local coastal communities and industries. As an academic, 
non-advocacy institution, the university group was able to establish trust with these groups 
and encourage them to participate in the Ocean SAMP planning process (McCann 2019). 
Once finalized, the Ocean SAMP was immediately used to guide the development of the 
Block Island Wind Farm, a 30 MW, five turbine wind farm in Rhode Island state waters. The 
project provides power to Block Island, a small island community that had previously relied 
on power from a diesel power plant (McKenna 2017). Jennifer McCann said “every aspect” 
of the Block Island wind farm was influenced by the Ocean SAMP (McCann 2019). 
Completed in 2016, the Block Island Wind Farm became the first offshore wind farm in the 
United States.  
 
The Ocean SAMP process also resulted in an important provision that gave Rhode Island 
increased regulatory review power over projects in federal waters. Under the Coastal Zone 
Management Act, states can apply for federal consistency review of projects in federal waters 
if the project “may have a reasonably foreseeable impact on the state’s coastal resources or 
uses” (CRMC 2011). The Rhode Island CRMC received approval from NOAA for federal 
consistency review of projects in the state’s “geographic location description,” which 
includes federal waters even beyond the Ocean SAMP study area (CRMC 2019). CRMC’s 
federal consistency review proved a powerful tool for Rhode Island to advocate for its 
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interests in the Vineyard Wind permitting process – a power that neighboring Massachusetts 
did not secure. 
 
Ocean planning efforts undertaken after the experience with Cape Wind have helped guide 
the development of the emerging offshore wind industry in the North Atlantic. Even with 
the benefit of these “ocean zoning” efforts, however, Vineyard Wind still ran into conflict 
with some fishing industry stakeholders as it began to map out its turbine arrays and cable 
routes.  
 

4.4.5 Commercial fishing  
 
Members of the commercial fishing industry in Massachusetts and Rhode Island were 
concerned with how the construction and layout of Vineyard Wind’s turbines would affect 
their ability to navigate and fish in the project area. Commercial fishing for scallop, squid, 
lobster, herring, menhaden and other species takes place in the waters in and around the 
Vineyard Wind lease area from ports including New Bedford, Massachusetts and Point 
Judith, Rhode Island.  
 
The Vineyard Wind team knew that the fishing industry would have concerns about the 
project. Nate Mayo of Vineyard Wind explained that their outreach strategy to the fishing 
industry included retaining a full-time fisheries liaison on staff and having other staff 
(including Mayo) work in secondary roles as fisheries liaisons. Vineyard Wind also created a 
system of fisheries representatives, who were members of the fishing industry that received 
payment from Vineyard Wind to compensate them for their time facilitating dialogue 
between the company and the fishing industry (Mayo 2019).  
 
Rhode Island fishermen had additional leverage in the negotiations with Vineyard Wind 
because Rhode Island had secured federal consistency review power over the project. The 
Rhode Island Fishermen’s Advisory Board (FAB), appointed by the CRMC, consisted of 
representatives from the major Rhode Island fisheries and advised the CRMC on the federal 
consistency determination.  
 
The Rhode Island FAB and Vineyard Wind clashed over the proposed layout of the turbines 
in the lease area, including how many turbines would be installed and what their spatial 
arrangement would be. The ideal turbine layout to maximize electricity output is a 
scattershot pattern, but this presents challenges for other marine uses. When Vineyard Wind 
submitted its Construction and Operations Plan (COP) to BOEM in December 2017, they 
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proposed turbines arranged in northwest-southeast linear rows with an average of 0.8 
nautical miles of spacing between them (Vineyard Wind 2017). Vineyard Wind explained this 
layout “represents a compromise” of the many preferred transit directions and corridors in 
the area and was based on discussions with fishermen, the U.S. Coast Guard, and state 
agencies (Vineyard Wind 2017). The Rhode Island FAB, however, preferred turbines 
arranged in linear east-west rows with at least 1 nautical mile of spacing between them to 
ease navigation through the area and accommodate the east-west direction of squid fishing 
(CRMC 2019). CRMC argued that Vineyard Wind did not present the proposed layout to the 
FAB before submitting the COP and that Vineyard Wind “should have known” this would 
interfere with east-west squid fishing in the area (CRMC 2019). 
 
The FAB advocated strongly for Vineyard Wind to change the layout. But for Vineyard 
Wind to do so, they would have had to conduct new high-resolution geophysical surveys for 
each turbine location and make new foundation designs – complex and expensive processes 
which Vineyard Wind estimated would take at least eighteen months (Vineyard Wind 
2018b). BOEM also confirmed to Vineyard Wind that the design change would delay the 
EIS process by at least one year to reassess the geophysical data (Vineyard Wind 2018b). 
Vineyard Wind was under time pressure to deliver on its contract for energy and emissions 
reductions with Massachusetts. They needed to begin construction in 2019 to qualify for the 
federal Investment Tax Credit (ITC), which was crucial for Vineyard Wind to be able to 
meet the price it had agreed to in its contract with the Massachusetts utilities. The added 
delays of changing the turbine layout would have jeopardized Vineyard Wind’s ability to 
meet these deadlines.  
 
Vineyard Wind’s inability to rearrange the turbines gave the FAB leverage to push for 
alternative mitigation and compensation. Vineyard Wind agreed to shrink the project area by 
over 20% and reduce the number of turbines from 106 to 84, which they can achieve by 
using the largest commercially available turbines, rated 9.5 MW each (CRMC 2019). 
According to the CRMC, Vineyard Wind admitted that they had “erred in not addressing the 
needs of Rhode Island-based commercial fishermen earlier in the project design process” 
(CRMC 2019). Vineyard Wind has since promised that all future offshore wind projects they 
develop in the CRMC federal consistency area will have an east-west orientation with 1 
nautical mile of spacing to accommodate the FAB’s needs (CRMC 2019).  
 
With an east-west turbine layout off the table for this project, negotiations between Vineyard 
Wind and the Rhode Island FAB turned to financial compensation. There was dispute 
between the parties about the economic impact the project would have on commercial 
fishing. The Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management (DEM) conducted 
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analyses of the economic value of fisheries in the Vineyard Wind lease area. It is challenging 
to make these estimates because landings, fishing areas, and vessel revenues are trade secrets 
that fishermen are reluctant to share. In an initial analysis, the DEM estimated the average 
annual value of Rhode Island vessel landings from the Vineyard Wind lease area at $319,000 
between 2011 and 2016 (RI DEM 2018). However, they revised this figure up to $1.4 million 
in a subsequent analysis that took into account the value of landings from all trips that pass 
through the lease area, rather than only the landings caught inside the lease area (RI DEM 
2018).  
 
Vineyard Wind contested the RI DEM’s findings, arguing it was unrealistic to assume all 
fishing will cease within the project area. Vineyard Wind argued that the DEM report 
seriously overestimated the likely economic impacts of the project by assuming current 
landings on all trips that transit within one nautical mile of the project area will be a total loss 
in the future (Vineyard Wind 2019a). Vineyard Wind commissioned its own expert report, 
which estimated economic exposure for fisheries at $6.2 million over the project lifetime 
(Vineyard Wind 2019a). For their part, however, the FAB argued that both the RI DEM and 
Vineyard Wind’s findings were an underestimate of likely impacts. 
 
FAB public meetings were pushed back repeatedly in late 2018 and early 2019 as the parties 
struggled to reach agreement on compensation in private meetings (CRMC 2019). By late 
February 2019, however, FAB and Vineyard Wind reached agreement on a final mitigation 
and compensation package.  
 
The key provision of the final compensation package was the creation of a Rhode Island 
Fishermen's Future Viability Trust (Vineyard Wind and CRMC 2019). This non-profit trust 
will receive $12.5 million in funding from Vineyard Wind and be administered by board 
members chosen by the FAB (Vineyard Wind and CRMC 2019). Having this trust controlled 
by the fishermen themselves was crucial to reaching agreement. BOEM already required 
Vineyard Wind to create a $4.2 million direct compensation liability fund, but that fund 
would be administered by a third-party chosen by Vineyard Wind (CRMC 2019). Fishermen 
were concerned that the direct compensation fund would be tightly controlled and that the 
claims process would make it difficult or impossible to demonstrate direct impact, according 
to the lawyer representing FAB (FAB 2019). Their hope is that the Future Viability Trust, 
controlled by the fishermen themselves, will make it easier for impacted fishermen to get 
disbursements to cover loss of access or reduction of harvest.   
 
The final FAB compensation agreement was hard-fought and many in the fishing industry 
remained deeply dissatisfied with the outcome (FAB 2019). While the outcome was not 
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ideal, FAB members recognized that the federal consistency process with CRMC was their 
only leverage to get any compensation at all (FAB 2019). If they voted against the deal, they 
thought the federal government would likely override the CRMC decision and Rhode Island 
fishermen would then be left with nothing. Several fishermen expressed gratitude for the 
Ocean SAMP and federal consistency process, since it gave them this opportunity to garner 
compensation beyond what BOEM required (an opportunity their counterparts in 
Massachusetts did not have) (Faulkner 2019; FAB 2019).  
 
At a FAB meeting on February 23, 2019, the FAB voted unanimously, albeit grudgingly, to 
approve the compensation package and recommend it to CRMC. This paved the way for 
CRMC to vote to approve Vineyard Wind’s federal consistency certification three days later. 
 

4.4.6 Perceptions of the process 
 
Stakeholders in Barnstable and Martha’s Vineyard, many of whom were strong Cape Wind 
opponents, expressed appreciation for Vineyard Wind’s willingness to meaningfully engage 
with local residents and address their concerns. The Host Community Agreement with 
Barnstable and Community Benefits Agreement with Vineyard Power are evidence of 
Vineyard Wind’s successful negotiations with those communities. By adopting a flexible 
design approach, Vineyard Wind was able to respond to environmental and economic 
concerns about impacts in Lewis Bay by selecting an alternative route for the onshore 
transmission cable. They also reached a mitigation agreement with key environmental 
stakeholders to protect endangered right whales during the construction period.  
 
Vineyard Wind’s negotiations with the fishing community in Rhode Island were more 
contentious. Jennifer McCann of URI said that, in her opinion, Vineyard Wind did not 
necessarily do its due diligence on outreach to fishing interests in Rhode Island or to the 
CRMC (McCann 2019). The CRMC described Vineyard Wind as “intractable” on the 
turbine layout issue and said the current layout will result in significant adverse impacts on 
Rhode Island commercial fishermen (CRMC 2019). FAB Board members expressed their 
negative impressions of the consultation process, making comments including: “This was a 
brutal process”; “We were dealt a pretty shitty hand”; and “It was a stacked deck from the 
beginning” (FAB 2019). FAB Chairman Lanny Dellinger expressed frustration and 
resignation: “It’s this industry against the world…There is no choice here” (FAB 2019).  
 
Some members of the Rhode Island fishing industry felt the FAB did not represent their 
interests. At the FAB meeting to vote on the compensation package, some attendees 
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expressed outrage at the compensation offer and the closed-door negotiations that produced 
it. They called the compensation package “bullshit” and shouted “This is all a sham!” (FAB 
2019). Many walked out when it became clear the FAB was going to vote in favor of the 
package.  
 
These sentiments demonstrate that many members of the Rhode Island fishing industry did 
not perceive the siting and permitting process for Vineyard Wind as fair. While Rhode Island 
fishermen were dissatisfied with their negotiated agreement, fishermen in Massachusetts did 
not have the leverage to negotiate additional mitigation or compensation, since Rhode Island 
was alone in securing federal consistency review. Stakeholders interviewed for this thesis 
suggested Massachusetts fishermen were jealous of the Ocean SAMP and the power it gave 
Rhode Island fishermen to negotiate with Vineyard Wind.   
 

4.4.7 Summary 
 
As of May 2019, Vineyard Wind has not yet broken ground, but it appears likely to 
ultimately succeed. Vineyard Wind has secured power purchase agreements with the 
Massachusetts utilities, received federal consistency approval from the Rhode Island CRMC, 
and is expected to receive final federal approval from BOEM in the summer of 2019. This 
would put it on track to begin construction by the end of 2019.  
 
Vineyard Wind benefitted in several key ways from the experience of Cape Wind. Improved 
offshore wind turbine technology enabled Vineyard Wind to choose a site further offshore, 
reducing the potential for conflicts with onshore communities that were prominent with 
Cape Wind. Vineyard Wind also benefitted from comprehensive ocean planning efforts that 
were initiated subsequent to Cape Wind. Finally, Vineyard Wind employed robust 
community engagement strategies to ensure that onshore communities benefit directly from 
the project. All told, these changes allowed Vineyard Wind to successfully cooperate with 
many former Cape Wind opponents. Vineyard Wind still faced some conflict regarding 
environmental impacts of the project, but the developers were able to successfully address 
key environmental concerns by incorporating flexibility in their project design and being 
willing to adopt mitigation measures.  
 
Conflict with Rhode Island fishermen, however, proved highly contentious and more 
difficult for Vineyard Wind to resolve. Although Vineyard Wind chose a turbine layout they 
felt reflected a compromise of various stakeholder interests, including fishermen, the FAB 
felt they had not been properly consulted and objected to the proposed layout. Negotiations 
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took place too late in the planning process for Vineyard Wind to change the layout, so they 
were forced to negotiate compensation on a tight timeline with an already dissatisfied 
partner. Vineyard Wind and the FAB were able to reach a compensation agreement, but the 
final agreement likely does not reflect the most efficient outcome for either party. Vineyard 
Wind has acknowledged its misstep and promised to meet the FAB’s layout preferences in 
all future offshore wind projects they develop in the CRMC’s federal consistency area.  
 
As the first of several major offshore wind projects under development in the North 
Atlantic, Vineyard Wind’s experience should inform the planning for subsequent projects to 
reconcile the competing interests of the offshore wind industry and commercial fishing 
interests (see 6. Recommendations for policy and practice).   
 
 
Table 4-9. Vineyard Wind: Summary of results 

Project outcome Not yet constructed, but successful outcome likely as of 
May 2019 

Key turning points 1. Rhode Island secures federal consistency review power 
over Vineyard Wind lease area 

2. Vineyard Wind signs Host Community Agreement 
with Barnstable  

3. Vineyard Wind secures power purchase contract with 
Massachusetts utilities’ through 83C procurement 

4. Negotiations with Rhode Island Fishermen’s Advisory 
Board produce compensation package 

Perceived fairness § Successful community engagement with towns and 
environmental groups 

§ Rhode Island had disproportionate influence through 
federal consistency process 

§ Contentious negotiations with Rhode Island fishing 
industry perceived as poorly managed 

 

 Source of conflict Contribution to outcome 
1.  Environmental impacts Moderate 
2.  Fishing industry Moderate 
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5 Cross-case analysis 
 

5.1 Common drivers of conflict 
 
The four case studies performed and analyzed in this thesis share many of the same sources 
of conflict (Table 5-1). The most common source of conflict was potential environmental 
impacts, which appeared in all four cases. This reinforces the lesson for policymakers and 
developers that clean energy projects will not automatically win the support of 
environmentalists. As with other infrastructure projects, building clean energy facilities can 
fragment natural landscapes and have negative effects on wildlife and ecosystems. For local 
stakeholders, the environmental benefits a clean energy project offers (i.e. emissions-free 
electricity) may not outweigh the environmental harms felt closer to home. This trade-off is 
especially difficult for stakeholders to weigh because climate change is a long-term global 
threat, while natural landscapes are experienced locally and immediately.  
 
 
Table 5-1. Sources of conflict across case studies 

 Hydro-
Québec 

Phase I/II 

Northern 
Pass 

Cape Wind 
Vineyard 

Wind 

Environmental 
impacts ü ü ü ü 

Visual impacts ü ü ü  

Inter-state tensions  ü  ü 

Competing industries  ü  ü 

Financial and 
political influence 

 ü ü  

Regulatory 
uncertainty 

  ü  

Public health ü    
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Visual impacts were the second most common source of stakeholder conflict, appearing in 
all cases except Vineyard Wind. Vineyard Wind is sited far enough offshore to be out of 
coastal viewsheds, virtually eliminating concerns about visual impacts of the turbines. 
Vineyard Wind’s offshore site served to substantially reduce, although not eliminate, 
objections from onshore communities. In the other cases, stakeholders objected to the 
aesthetic impact of wind turbines and transmission lines in relatively undeveloped natural 
landscapes like Nantucket Sound and rural Coos County. Visual and environmental impacts 
are closely related. Even if stakeholders cannot point to quantifiable impacts on wildlife or 
vegetation, they may express concern about the perceived industrialization of a previously 
natural landscape. In both transmission cases, some stakeholders objected to transmission 
lines even in areas that were already developed due to the perceived negative impacts on 
town aesthetics and property values.  
 
The two most recent cases, Vineyard Wind and Northern Pass, generated conflict regarding 
inter-state costs and benefits. Both projects signed contracts with Massachusetts utilities, but 
had regional impacts. The Northern Pass developers failed to convince stakeholders in the 
host state, New Hampshire, that the project offered them net benefits. The inter-state 
tensions around Northern Pass contrast with the regional cooperation on Hydro-Québec 
I/II, which was a “pool project” contracted by all the New England utilities. That type of 
regional cooperation on energy projects no longer occurs in New England’s current 
electricity industry structure. With Vineyard Wind, the developers faced an additionally 
permitting hurdle with the federal consistency review process in Rhode Island. Since Rhode 
Island did not stand to benefit from Vineyard Wind’s energy contract, the state 
government’s main interest was in representing the fishing industry, who objected strongly 
to the project’s impacts.  
 
Competing industries concerned about economic impacts were another common source of 
conflict for both Vineyard Wind and Northern Pass. With Vineyard Wind, members of the 
Rhode Island fishing industry objected to potential interference with navigation and fishing 
in the project site. Negotiations between Vineyard Wind and fishing industry representatives 
in Rhode Island produced a compensation agreement, but did not resolve the debate over 
turbine layout to the satisfaction of the fishing industry. With Northern Pass, the competing 
industry was existing generators in the region. Those generators objected to Northern Pass 
as a state-sponsored project that would add significantly to regional wholesale power 
supplies, reduce wholesale prices, and, as a result, reduce the profits of these competing 
generators. NEPGA, the trade group representing existing merchant generators in New 
England, intervened against Northern Pass in federal and state permitting processes. There is 
also evidence that a NEPGA member may have secretly funded a Northern Pass opposition 
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group. The opposition from existing generators is another source of conflict that did not 
exist in the vertically-integrated industry structure at the time of Hydro-Québec I/II. 
 
NEPGA’s advocacy against Northern Pass relates to another source of conflict present in 
these cases: efforts to exert financial and political influence. Existing generators were able to 
lend technical expertise, and perhaps funding, to the grassroots opposition against Northern 
Pass. But the grassroots opposition to Northern Pass was genuine. Opponents had 
substantial fundraising and advocacy capabilities. Opposition from existing generators alone 
was not decisive in the Northern Pass outcome. Financial and political influence played a 
much more prominent role in Cape Wind, where onshore opponents in view of the project 
included wealthy and politically influential people like Bill Koch and Ted Kennedy. Although 
there was legitimate opposition to the project among the general population on the Cape, it 
is unlikely that the opposition would have been sufficient to sustain a sophisticated campaign 
of litigation without the dedicated patronage of very wealthy project opponents. These 
lawsuits were highly influential in causing the eventual abandonment of Cape Wind, 
although the project’s high cost was also an important factor.  
 
Public health concerns were a driver of stakeholder conflict in only one case, Hydro-Québec 
Phase I/II. Public fears about negative health effects of electromagnetic fields (EMF) from 
electric transmission lines were prominent in the debate around Hydro-Québec Phase I/II. 
At the time, there was minimal research about the health effects of EMF. Subsequent 
research has generated a scientific consensus that EMF from transmission lines does not 
pose a public health risk and the issue has largely, though not entirely, faded from public 
debate.  
 
A final driver of stakeholder conflict was regulatory uncertainty in the case of Cape Wind. As 
a first-of-its-kind project in the United States, Cape Wind faced an uncertain and changing 
federal regulatory environment, which substantially slowed the permitting process. Cape 
Wind underwent two separate NEPA reviews led by two different federal agencies. Cape 
Wind faced a first mover disadvantage in the regulatory process that compounded its other 
siting challenges. Although most prominent with Cape Wind, the regulatory environment is 
always a factor in facility siting cases. Vineyard Wind, for example, did not have any existing 
regulatory framework to help resolve the dispute with Rhode Island fishermen over turbine 
layout. Additionally, the Northern Pass developers are arguing to the New Hampshire 
Supreme Court that the state siting board’s denial of their permit was arbitrary and creates 
regulatory uncertainty for energy developers operating in the state.  
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5.2 Drivers of project success 
 
The two successful projects (Hydro-Québec Phase I/II and, tentatively, Vineyard Wind) 
shared two important drivers of success: well-managed stakeholder outreach and flexibility in 
project design (Table 5-2). Some local stakeholders involved with both Hydro-Québec Phase 
I/II and Vineyard Wind praised the developers’ community outreach efforts. With Hydro-
Québec I/II, the developer was willing to engage with an advocacy group in Coos County to 
understand and accommodate their interests. With Vineyard Wind, the developer was 
“pounding the pavement” in onshore communities early on to hear and address local 
concerns. They were willing to share the financial benefits of the project and successfully 
executed a Host Community Agreement with Barnstable.  
 
Table 5-2. Drivers of success across cases 

 Hydro-Québec  
Phase I/II Vineyard Wind 

Good stakeholder outreach ü ü 

Flexible project design ü ü 

Multi-state coordination ü  

Siting culture favored developer ü  

Technological advances  ü 

Comprehensive spatial planning  ü 

 
 
In these successful cases, the developers’ ability to make changes in response to stakeholder 
feedback was dependent on having some flexibility in project design. Vineyard Wind used a 
Project Design Envelope approach in preparing its Construction and Operations Plan for 
BOEM, which gave them freedom to choose from multiple design options. For its onshore 
transmission cable, Vineyard Wind initially preferred an eastern route through Lewis Bay, 
but strong stakeholder opposition convinced them to select a western route through Covell’s 
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Beach instead. Vineyard Wind was also able to reduce the number of turbines they would 
install in response to concerns from the fishing industry. However, due to the timing of 
some of the negotiations, Vineyard Wind did not have the flexibility to change the turbine 
layout in response to objections from Rhode Island fishing industry representatives. 
Although Vineyard Wind could not address the layout issue in their current project, the 
developers promised to design all future wind farms in the area with the east-west turbine 
layout preferred by the fishing industry representatives.  
 
Hydro-Québec Phase I/II also benefitted from flexibility in project design, which was 
enabled by multi-state coordination on the project. When faced with stakeholder opposition 
in Coos County, New England Electric was able to re-route Phase I of the transmission 
project through Vermont instead. All six New England states were contracting jointly for the 
project and were motivated to get it built, which gave the developer more flexibility to 
change the route through the region.  
 
The two successful projects also had individual drivers of success. For Hydro-Québec I/II, 
the culture of the state siting process contributed to the project’s success. Stakeholders 
explained there was more deference to utilities and a less robust system of public 
participation in the siting process then compared with today. These are not necessarily good 
features from a democratic procedural perspective, but they nonetheless contributed to the 
success of Hydro-Québec I/II in the siting process. In the vertically-integrated electricity 
market of the time, there was a more widespread perception that utilities were operating in 
the public interest. Today, elective transmission projects developed by investor-owned 
utilities generate more public suspicion about project need. This has generated more conflict 
in the siting process and led to greater demand for public participation.  
 
Vineyard Wind also benefitted from two unique drivers of success. First, advancements in 
offshore wind turbine technology allowed the developers to site the project far offshore and 
out of viewsheds. Cape Wind did not have access to this deep-water turbine technology at 
the time and had to choose a site much closer to shore, which increased stakeholder conflict. 
Improved turbine technologies also made Vineyard Wind much more economically 
competitive than Cape Wind. Second, Vineyard Wind benefitted from federal ocean 
planning efforts that assessed competing ocean uses and identified areas for renewable 
energy development on the Outer Continental Shelf. At the time Cape Wind was proposed, 
there had been no ocean planning regarding renewable energy, leaving the developer more 
exposed to stakeholder backlash about a site chosen purely for technical reasons.  
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5.3 Contribution of stakeholder conflict to project outcomes 
 
My findings indicate that stakeholder conflicts played a moderate to major role in 
determining the project outcome in all four cases (Table 5-3). Stakeholder conflicts were 
central to the failure of Northern Pass and Cape Wind. With Northern Pass, strong 
opposition from towns along the proposed route in New Hampshire convinced the state 
siting board to deny the developers a crucial permit. With Cape Wind, a motivated and well-
funded set of opponents used litigation to delay and financially drain the developers for 
more than ten years, contributing significantly to the project’s ultimate abandonment.  
 
 
Table 5-3. Contribution of conflict to project outcomes 

Case Source of conflict Contribution to outcome 
Hydro-Québec 
Phase I/II 

Visual impacts Moderate 
Public health (EMF) Minor 

Northern Pass 

Inter-state costs and benefits Moderate 
Environmental and visual impacts  Major 
Technology type and alternatives Major 
Competing energy generators Minor to moderate  

Cape Wind 

Regulatory uncertainty Moderate 
Wildlife conservation Minor 
Views and competing interests in 
Nantucket Sound 

Major 

Financial and political influence Major 

Vineyard Wind 
Environmental impacts Moderate 
Fishing industry Moderate 

 
 
In the two successful cases, stakeholder conflicts played a moderate role in the project 
outcome. With Hydro-Québec I/II, stakeholder opposition in Coos County led the 
developers to re-route the line through northern Vermont instead of New Hampshire. With 
Vineyard Wind, stakeholder advocacy on Cape Cod led the developers to choose an 
alternative route for the onshore cable to reduce environmental impacts. Negotiations with 
fishing industry representatives in Rhode Island also led to project design changes and a 
compensation agreement, although not all the changes that the fishing representatives 
wanted.  
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6  Recommendations for policy and practice  
 
My analysis suggests there is significant room for improvement in the energy siting process 
in New England. Actions by policymakers, energy developers, and others can shape a more 
consensus-oriented approach to energy siting that will help the region accelerate its transition 
to clean energy infrastructure and address the urgent threat of climate change. I present the 
following set of recommendations based on feedback from the stakeholders interviewed for 
this thesis and my own analysis of the four case studies (Table 6-1).  
 
Table 6-1. Recommendations  

 Action Actors 
6.1 Evaluate conflict potential before choosing a site Developers 
6.2 Use best available technologies to reduce siting 

conflicts 
Developers 

6.3 Conduct robust community outreach early in project 
development 

Developers 

6.4 Create a flexible and responsive project Developers 
6.5 Produce BOEM development guidelines for offshore 

wind 
BOEM 

6.6 Modify the procurement process Legislators, Regulators 
6.7 Modify the siting regulatory process Legislators, Regulators 
6.8 Conduct regional planning for public policy 

transmission 
ISO New England, 
NESCOE, Policymakers 

6.9 Address wholesale market issues New England Governors 
 

6.1 Evaluate conflict potential before choosing a site    
 
Developers should not choose energy facility sites based on technical characteristics alone. 
Energy projects are often locally-unwanted land uses (LULUs) and can face strong 
opposition from local residents. Even if a site is optimal from a cost or engineering 
standpoint, local opposition can be fatal. Choosing a site that minimizes controversy is key.  
 
In New England, at least two locations have proven to be especially challenging for siting 
energy facilities: Coos County, New Hampshire and Nantucket Sound, Massachusetts. 
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Opposition to Hydro-Québec Phase I in Coos County in the 1980s led the developer to re-
route to avoid the region entirely. Coos County residents mounted an even stronger 
campaign against Northern Pass and contributed to the project’s failure to receive state siting 
approval. Residents abutting Nantucket Sound in Massachusetts rallied strongly to oppose 
Cape Wind. Even after defeating the project, former Cape Wind opponents continue to 
campaign for Nantucket Sound to be designated a federal landmark, which would prevent 
any future development. Many of the same opponents to Cape Wind were also closely 
involved with the permitting process for Vineyard Wind, even though only submarine 
transmission cables for that project pass through Nantucket Sound.   
 
Coos County and Nantucket Sound are both coveted by locals for their natural beauty, but 
the socioeconomic profiles of the areas are different. Coos County is rural and home to 
many frontier-minded residents who live off the land, while Nantucket Sound is a vacation 
spot for many of the nation’s wealthy elite. The wealth and political influence of Nantucket 
Sound abutters was an important factor in blocking Cape Wind, but the experience in Coos 
County demonstrates that grassroots organization can be powerful even without wealthy 
underwriters.  
 
Some locations where residents have a strong emotional attachment to the landscape may 
prove difficult or impossible for siting energy facilities, even with good community outreach. 
Developers should be conscious of the history of siting in a region and the community 
attitudes towards the landscape there. The experience of siting large energy facilities in New 
England demonstrates that ignoring local attitudes and placing faith in technocratic 
processes to propel a project through the siting process is not likely to succeed.     
 
Not all communities have equal time and resources to mount opposition to LULUs. 
Historically, low-income neighborhoods and communities of color have had to bear more 
than their fair share of LULUs due to their political and economic disenfranchisement (Been 
1993; Field, Raiffa, and Susskind 1996). Social media has empowered local residents to share 
information and coordinate action regarding facility siting in real time and at a lower cost 
than before. Stakeholders cited the importance of social media in coordinating and 
sustaining the opposition to Northern Pass, for example. Grassroots organizing has 
powerful new tools that will likely increase community participation in siting processes. The 
era of regulatory and public deference to utilities in the siting process is over. Developers 
must recognize this and embrace new technologies like social media to improve their 
community outreach efforts.  
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6.2 Use best available technologies to reduce siting conflicts 
 
Developers can leverage technology to reduce siting controversies. With Vineyard Wind, the 
developers were able to choose a site 15 miles offshore and out of viewsheds because 
advances in turbine technology allowed them to install turbines in deeper waters. Vineyard 
Wind’s site further offshore eliminated stakeholder concerns about views and near-shore 
marine activities that were prominent in the Cape Wind case. Vineyard Wind’s decision to 
use solid-state transmission cables also assuaged stakeholder concerns about possible fluid 
leakage from older cable technology, which had been another concern with Cape Wind.   
 
On the transmission side, it is time for developers of elective transmission projects in New 
England to seriously consider fully-underground projects. Aboveground transmission will 
likely remain a viable option for reliability projects, where utilities can justify choosing 
aboveground lines because it reduces costs that are passed on to ratepayers. But utilities 
undertaking elective transmission projects are going to continue to face major headwinds 
trying to construct aboveground lines in New England. Northern Pass’s successor in the 
83D procurement, the New England Clean Energy Connect (NECEC) project through 
western Maine, is still a mostly aboveground line. The project faces substantial hurdles 
because of its aboveground impacts. The developers agreed to bury a portion of the line 
under the Kennebec River in response to public outcry over visual and environmental 
impacts (Bever 2018). Lawmakers in Maine are considering legislation that would require 
transmission projects to be approved by two-thirds of town along the route and project 
opponents are considering bringing the power line to a voter referendum (Bever 2019a, 
2019b).  
 
Transmission developers are showing increasing interest in underground transmission 
because of the benefits it offers in easing the permitting process and reducing weather-
related risk. Developers Siemens and Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners chose a fully 
underground design for a recently proposed HVDC transmission project to move renewable 
energy from the Upper Midwest to the PJM electricity market (Gold 2019). The developers 
chose to underground the line along an existing rail corridor to “make it easier to obtain 
permits and local permission” and because it is “safer and more resilient” (Gold 2019). 
Underground transmission lines are not exposed to risk from tornados, hurricanes, or other 
environmental factors. Pacific Gas & Electric, the California utility facing bankruptcy for 
wildfire liability, is also under scrutiny for not investing more in undergrounding of 
transmission lines (Smith 2019).   
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The New England Clean Power Link, developed by TDI, is a fully underground competitor 
to Northern Pass. Much of the proposed route is under Lake Champlain in Vermont 
because it is cheaper to bury cables underwater rather than land. In contrast to Northern 
Pass, the Clean Power Link project has secured all necessary federal and state siting permits. 
Stakeholders opposed to Northern Pass repeatedly highlighted the TDI project as a more 
attractive alternative and the project does not face any substantial local opposition. The TDI 
line lost out to Northern Pass and the Maine project in the 83D procurement, presumably 
because of its higher cost. But if the Maine project falls through, or if Massachusetts or other 
states undertake another hydropower procurement, the TDI line may have its day.  
 
If underground transmission were an industry priority, research and investment would help 
improve the technology and bring the cost down. Transmission developers would be wise to 
invest in underground cable technology since it promises to reduce or eliminate the vexing 
siting challenges that will continue to stymie aboveground transmission projects in the 
United States.  
 

6.3 Conduct robust community outreach early in project 
development 

 
Well-managed community outreach by developers is crucial to build local support for energy 
projects. The following elements are key to a developer’s effective community engagement 
strategy:  
 

6.3.1 Reach out early: Avoid the “decide, announce, defend” model by reaching out to 
impacted communities at an early stage before the project design is finalized. 
Developers may find some stakeholders are reluctant to talk at a preliminary stage 
before specifics are hammered out, but it is important to present project options 
to impacted stakeholders early on, in order to understand which design elements 
may trigger concerns.  

6.3.2 Identify key stakeholders: Identify stakeholders who are prominent in a host 
community or impacted industry and establish lines of communication with them. 
Ask for feedback on design elements that could affect their interests.   

6.3.3 Make communication a two-way street: Town halls and other public meetings 
hosted by the developer are likely to backfire if they are conceptualized as part of 
a marketing campaign to inform the public about the proposed project’s benefits. 
Rather, such meetings should include detailed information about the proposed 
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project, but also include opportunities for community members to express 
concerns and spell out their own priorities. Send staff to these meetings to 
document feedback and ask follow-up questions. Gauge the nature and scale of 
stakeholder concerns in order to understand whether changes in project design or 
offers of compensation are likely to be seen as responsive. Gather stakeholder 
contact information for follow-up interactions.  

6.3.4 Hire locals for community outreach: It is wise to hire staff who have connections 
to and knowledge about a local community to handle stakeholder outreach. This 
is especially important when a project is developed by a large multinational 
company that may seem foreign and remote to locals worried about negative 
impacts of a proposed project. 

6.3.5 Hire professional mediators if needed: Developers could benefit from hiring 
professional mediators to facilitate negotiations over siting disputes. Professional 
mediators can conduct stakeholder mapping and conflict assessments, organize 
and facilitate complex, multi-party negotiations, and help parties reach and 
enforce agreements to resolve siting disputes. Mediators can help when 
developers’ own community outreach efforts are stuck or ineffective. As a neutral, 
a mediator may be able to persuade reluctant stakeholders to come to the table.  

6.3.6 Leverage university expertise: Faculty of local colleges and universities may be 
able to provide important guidance during the siting process. University members 
may have scientific data on environmental conditions in a specific region and may 
have experience working with key stakeholders in the area. This expertise can be 
helpful when navigating competing interests around a proposed energy facility. If 
willing and interested, university members may also be able to facilitate 
negotiations as a trusted third-party.  

6.3.7 Avoid arrogance: While it may seem obvious, developers must avoid being 
perceived as arrogant or condescending to stakeholders. Developers may hear 
stakeholder concerns that strike them as factually incorrect, politically biased, or 
otherwise unfair. That does not mean these ideas are trivial or unimportant. They 
may reflect deeply held beliefs that can motivate large numbers of people. Engage 
with empathy. Understand that it is the developer’s job to win over stakeholders, 
especially those who see themselves as hosting the project.  

 
These suggestions will not come as a surprise to those with experience in public dispute 
resolution (L. E. Susskind 1990). Although these principles are established as best practice in 
facility siting, they are not universally followed. Robust stakeholder engagement requires 
time and effort, but it can make the difference between project success and failure.  
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6.4 Create a flexible and responsive project  
 
Developers will be able to resolve or mitigate stakeholder concerns if they can meaningfully 
respond to feedback with changes in project design or via offers of compensation. 
Developers should: 
 

6.4.1 Embed flexibility into their project designs: Developers need a project design that 
is flexible so they can respond to stakeholder feedback with appropriate 
modifications. If possible, submit contingent options in permitting applications, 
for instance by following a Project Design Envelope (PDE) approach (see 4.4.3 
Environmental concerns section of Vineyard Wind case). Before commissioning 
expensive and time-consuming engineering designs, ensure there have been 
discussions with relevant stakeholder groups and their input has been 
incorporated. This will avoid high-stakes confrontations over design elements 
later, when the design is already finalized.  

6.4.2 Share benefits with those bearing costs: If a project offers substantial benefits, 
some of those benefits should be harvested to compensate those who bear most 
of the project’s costs. Offering financial compensation to impacted communities 
can help balance out unequal distributions of costs and benefits. Not all 
stakeholder concerns can be addressed with financial compensation, though, and 
developers should be sensitive to the perception that they are trying to bribe their 
opponents. Developers should ensure they are offering compensation that 
responds to specific stakeholder needs instead of just trying to “throw money at 
the problem.”  

6.4.3 Use joint fact-finding to establish shared facts: Hiring a neutral third-party to lead 
a joint fact-finding (JFF) process can help resolve disputes between developers 
and stakeholders about risk, impacts, and fair compensation (Matsuura and 
Schenk 2016). JFF engages both sides of a dispute to establish a shared set of 
facts around project risks and impacts. This can provide a basis for establishing 
fair compensation and avoid the “dueling experts” problem that arises in many 
public disputes.  
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6.5 Produce BOEM development guidelines for offshore wind  
 
Regional spatial planning efforts like BOEM’s Smart from the Start Initiative and the Rhode 
Island Ocean SAMP aided the development of offshore wind energy in the Northeast. These 
spatial planning efforts were extremely valuable to identify appropriate sites for offshore 
wind development. However, they do not provide guidance on how wind farms should be 
developed within the site. For Vineyard Wind, the layout of wind turbines within the lease 
area proved highly contentious during negotiations with the Rhode Island fishing industry.  
 
To reduce future conflicts as more offshore wind is developed in the North Atlantic, BOEM 
should produce development guidelines for offshore wind. This should include guidance on 
turbine layout (including spacing, orientation, and transit corridors), methods for 
determining fisheries impacts, and construction mitigation measures to protect marine 
mammals. These are design elements that wind developers, including Vineyard Wind, have 
had to negotiate ad hoc with stakeholders, which has created challenges. A working group 
convened by BOEM and including representatives from the wind industry, fishing industry, 
environmental groups, scientists, and marine spatial planning experts could help produce 
best practice guidance on these subjects. This would reduce uncertainty for both developers 
and stakeholders and lead to more consensus-oriented development of offshore wind 
projects.  
 

6.6 Modify the procurement process 
 
State policy procurements are driving many large energy infrastructure projects in New 
England. As states continue this method of pursuing clean energy, there are several ways 
legislators could change the procurement process to avoid siting problems:   
 
6.6.1 Calculate execution risk and scale scores based on it: In recent procurements, 

Massachusetts has evaluated bids using a 75-point quantitative scale and a 25-
point qualitative scale (Peregrine Energy Group 2018). In the qualitative 
evaluation, projects are given scores for community relations, site status, 
permitting status, and commercial in-service operation date (MA DOER 2018b). 
These factors should be combined into an “execution risk score” that gauges how 
likely it is that the project will be able to deliver the promised quantitative 
benefits. This execution risk score should then be used as a scale factor in 
calculating the project’s quantitative score. The goal of this provision would be to 
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reduce the risk of another situation like Northern Pass, where the project was 
selected due to its favorable cost and in-service date, but faced serious stakeholder 
opposition that undermined its viability. In order to determine the execution risk 
score, the Evaluation Team may require bidders to provide more detailed 
documentation of siting and permitting status.  

6.6.2 Procure all-underground transmission: Legislators pursuing procurements of 
transmission projects should consider specifically procuring fully underground (or 
underwater) projects. With current technologies, a fully underground transmission 
project will be higher-cost than an above-ground one, so lawmakers would need 
to create a special carve-out for all-underground transmission, much as 
Massachusetts lawmakers did for offshore wind with 83C. Although this type of 
underground transmission procurement would come at a higher cost, it would 
also avoid the execution risks and environmental impacts of aboveground 
transmission projects. The procurement could still be structured competitively so 
that ratepayers receive the best possible price, but it would be a competition only 
among underground projects.  

6.6.3 Prefer projects with HCA/CBA: When evaluating competitive bids, states should 
give explicit preference to projects that have signed a host community agreement 
(HCA) or community benefits agreement (CBA). This would encourage 
developers to be proactive in their outreach to host communities and make it 
more likely that winning bids are projects that will have local support during the 
siting process.  

6.6.4 Allow price cap override for fair compensation: The Massachusetts legislation for 
offshore wind procurement (83C) specifies that all projects must come in at a 
price lower than the previous procurement. Vineyard Wind’s very competitive 
pricing and the upcoming expiration of the Investment Tax Credit for wind have 
led some in Massachusetts to express concern about the implications of this price 
cap for future procurements. Representative Patricia Haddad (D-Somerset) has 
proposed legislation (Bill H.2867) to remove the price cap so that future offshore 
wind projects can provide greater economic development benefits for coastal 
communities like hers. Legislators and the Baker administration should consider a 
change to the 83C procurements that would allow a project to exceed the price 
cap if additional costs are necessary to provide fair compensation to impacted 
communities. This could include compensation to onshore communities or 
impacted industries like commercial fishing. Framing the override in terms of fair 
compensation would make clear that the state’s commitment to competitive 
pricing does not come at the expense of impacted communities.  
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6.6.5 Extend firewall to subject matter experts: Stakeholders expressed concern about 
conflicts of interest in Massachusetts’ 83D bid evaluation process. As distribution 
utilities, Eversource and National Grid served on the Evaluation Team to assess 
bids for the 83D procurement. However, the transmission businesses of 
Eversource and National Grid both submitted project bids as well (Northern Pass 
and Granite State Powerlink, respectively). There was a firewall created to ensure 
separation of utility staff on the Bid Teams and Evaluation Teams, but subject 
matter experts (SMEs) from the utilities were allowed to consult with both teams 
(Peregrine Energy Group 2018). SMEs were bound by a code of conduct not to 
pass confidential information, but the Massachusetts Attorney General’s office 
called the SMEs “a potential gap in the ethical wall that is meant to separate the 
parties” (MA AGO 2019). Future procurement processes should follow the AG’s 
recommendation and ensure there is a full barrier between the Bid Teams and 
Evaluation Teams, including SMEs, to avoid real or perceived conflicts of interest 
(MA AGO 2019). 

6.6.6 Make bid evaluation scores public: Policy procurements, rather than the 
competitive electricity market, are increasingly determining ratepayer electricity 
prices in Massachusetts. It is important that ratepayers have faith in the bid 
selection process and understand why projects are chosen. In the interest of 
transparency, the Evaluation Team should agree to release bid scores for all 
projects. A Boston Globe editorial in September 2017 argued for bid score 
transparency as necessary for public accountability (Editorial Board 2017). The 
need for transparency about project scores is only heightened following the 
abandonment of Northern Pass and selection of the New England Clean Energy 
Connect alternative. The public should be allowed to evaluate whether the current 
bid evaluation process is delivering the right results for Massachusetts ratepayers.  

 
 

6.7 Modify the siting regulatory process 
 
In Massachusetts:  
 
6.7.1 Include a Public Advocate: Massachusetts should follow the example of New 

Hampshire and include a Public Advocate in cases before the Energy Facilities 
Siting Board (EFSB). Adding a Public Advocate in EFSB cases would ensure the 
public interest is robustly represented in the siting process. The role could be 
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filled by a representative from the Attorney General’s (AG) office. The AG 
occasionally intervenes in siting board cases, but only rarely and when there are 
potential ratepayer impacts. Adding a permanent Public Advocate would alleviate 
the burden that currently falls on non-profit and individual intervenors seeking to 
advocate the public interest. EFSB hearings can be complex, technical, and time-
consuming and the public deserves a dedicated representative in this process.   

 
In New Hampshire: 
 
6.7.2 Make SEC positions full-time: Currently, the New Hampshire Site Evaluation 

Committee (SEC) is made up of representatives from other state agencies. These 
members have full-time positions and responsibilities in their own departments 
and serve on the SEC as-needed when there are cases to be heard. This structure 
can no longer support the energy siting needs of New Hampshire. Construction 
of new renewable energy projects is increasing the caseload before the SEC. Many 
recent cases, with Northern Pass as the most extreme example, have been very 
high-profile and time-consuming for SEC members. New Hampshire should 
follow the example of Massachusetts and make serving on the SEC a permanent, 
full-time position. This will allow committee members to adjudicate cases 
promptly and comprehensively without neglecting their other agency duties.  

6.7.3 Improve process for intervenors: The current SEC process places an undue 
burden on intervenors who want to participate in the hearing process. The SEC 
should approve petitions to intervene and organize intervenors into groups (if 
necessary) within 30 days of filing petitions. Interventions should be granted 
before beginning discovery and technical sessions, to ensure all parties can 
participate fully. Intervenors should also be given sufficient time (at least 30 days) 
to review documents after disclosure.  

 
In all states: 
 
6.7.4 Consider climate impacts in siting review: State siting boards are currently only 

empowered to review local environmental impacts, not the effects a project would 
have on greenhouse gas emissions by altering the generation mix. Siting boards 
should be empowered through legislation to explicitly consider the climate 
impacts of proposed projects on the state and region (Brown and Rossi 2010). 
Considering climate impacts fits the public interest mandate of siting boards, 
especially in states with mandatory RPS and other climate policies in place. 
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6.8 Conduct regional planning for public policy transmission 
needs 

 
The New England states are increasingly reliant on elective transmission projects to 
implement their public policy goals. Although these policies are decided at the state level, 
transmission projects effect the regional grid and often cross state borders. This is a 
challenge of operating a multi-state ISO: there is a patchwork of state policies operating 
within a shared grid. To address this challenge, New England needs more regional 
coordination on transmission. Although ISO New England analyzes and plans the regional 
transmission system based on reliability needs, it does not conduct planning for elective 
transmission projects.  
 
The New England states (through their NESCOE representatives) should direct the ISO to 
conduct a public policy transmission study under FERC Order 1000 (FERC 2011). Although 
the states have argued such a study is not necessary as recently as 2017 (NESCOE 2017), the 
number of state policy procurements in the planning stages justifies a regional analysis of 
how these will impact the transmission system (Ismay 2017). The states should use the 
results of ISO New England’s public policy transmission study to conduct regional spatial 
planning to identify priority transmission corridors. Even if the states continue to pursue 
individual procurements, it would be wise for the states to coordinate on the spatial impacts 
of the transmission system and other large energy infrastructure needs. States should also 
include spatial planning for energy infrastructure when they conduct clean energy and 
decarbonization studies like Massachusetts’ Clean Energy and Climate Plan or 80x50 Study.  
 

6.9 Address wholesale market issues in ISO New England 
 
The New England states have increasingly turned to long-term contracts for clean energy 
because competitive electricity markets have not been able to fulfill their climate policy goals. 
Competitive electricity markets like New England’s were designed to minimize cost while 
ensuring reliability. Without a price on carbon, these markets will not optimize for carbon 
emissions. But policymakers in New England have ambitious targets for clean energy and 
emissions reductions they need to meet. The states have turned to out-of-market 
procurements for clean energy (like Northern Pass and Vineyard Wind) to solve this 
conundrum. The share of policy-sponsored resources in the New England electricity system 
is estimated to rise from 20 percent in 2018 to more than half by 2027 (Dolan 2019).  
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In essence, states are returning to the type of Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) that 
vertically-integrated utilities used to conduct before restructuring. This poses a challenge for 
the continued operation of the wholesale electricity market. Out-of-market contracts make it 
harder for other generators to recover their costs in the competitive wholesale market. 
Northern Pass demonstrated this well, raising ire from existing generators in the region. 
Single-state procurement can also exacerbate siting tensions in a multi-state ISO like New 
England’s if the contracting state is not the host state, as was again the case with Northern 
Pass.  
 
ISO New England led a process beginning in 2016 called Integrating Markets and Public 
Policy (IMAPP) to address some of these challenges. That process resulted in the 
Competitive Auctions with Sponsored Resources (CASPR) proposal to better accommodate 
state-sponsored resources in the forward capacity market. Although a laudable effort at 
reconciling competing goals, CASPR is an incremental change that does not resolve the 
underlying market problems. More serious changes need to be discussed with high-level 
input from political leadership in all six New England states. 
 
Although the states are generally reluctant to cede any state control to achieve regional 
cooperation, there is some precedent for the New England states coming together to work 
on regional energy issues. In 2014, the six New England states came together to ask the ISO 
for technical assistance to explore whether the region could impose an electricity tariff that 
would fund new gas pipeline infrastructure (NESCOE 2014). The collaboration was borne 
out of a shared concern among the states about system reliability during periods of natural 
gas scarcity in the winter. The effort generated consumer and environmental backlash from 
groups who opposed new gas infrastructure and the effort ultimately fell apart after the 
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled that electricity tariffs cannot pay for gas 
infrastructure (MA SJC 2016). However, the experience demonstrates that the New England 
states can come together around a pressing regional energy issue.  
 
A slow-motion return to state-level Integrated Resource Planning is not sustainable in New 
England’s electricity market. The six New England states should form a working group, with 
technical assistance from ISO New England, to discuss significant changes to the wholesale 
market structure. They should consider how the six states could pursue joint competitive 
procurements through the ISO to achieve the public policy goals that states are currently 
pursuing individually. There are ways to achieve public policy goals while still ensuring 
reliability and retaining the benefits of competition that restructuring introduced (Joskow 
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2019). The New England states must confront the issues facing the regional electricity 
market head-on and be prepared for major changes, rather than adjustments at the margin.   
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7  Conclusions 
 
The transition to clean energy is exacerbating the energy siting challenge. Although clean 
energy projects offer positive climate benefits, they are not immune from stakeholder 
opposition. Like all infrastructure, clean energy projects can produce undesirable impacts on 
views, the natural environment, the local economy, and nearby residents. The experience of 
recent large energy infrastructure projects in New England demonstrates the power of local 
stakeholder opposition. Motivated and persistent opposition from local stakeholders is 
capable of toppling projects that are financially viable and enjoy support from state 
politicians. Even for projects that are relatively uncontroversial and enjoy broad support, 
specific sets of impacted stakeholders may advocate fiercely for project changes to meet their 
interests.  
 
Distributed energy resources like rooftop solar that are integrated into the built environment 
can help reduce the need for large energy facilities and the siting challenges surrounding 
them. But the experience of decarbonization to-date suggests utility-scale clean energy 
projects will still be an important part of the solution. Many more offshore wind farms, solar 
farms, hydropower plants, advanced nuclear reactors, and other clean energy facilities will be 
needed to replace the current fossil fuel infrastructure. Long-distance transmission lines will 
be increasingly necessary to move renewable energy from resource areas to load centers, 
especially as local opposition pushes utility-scale renewable energy projects to ever-more 
remote sites.    
 
Developers are accustomed to viewing stakeholder advocacy as a threat to projects, which it 
can be. However, a well-designed community outreach strategy can help developers 
understand key stakeholder interests early on and make changes to accommodate them 
without compromising the viability of the project. Early investment in stakeholder outreach 
pays off by avoiding high-profile confrontations with opponents later, when the project 
design is already finalized. There are also many actions that policymakers, regulators, and 
other organizations can take to improve the structure of the siting process and reduce the 
likelihood of stakeholder conflicts.  
 
The New England states will likely continue their current strategy of long-term contracting 
for clean energy in order to meet their climate goals in the coming years. This creates 
challenges for the competitive wholesale market, which is struggling to accommodate the 
increasing number of out-of-market contracts. The New England states would be wise to 
confront this dilemma sooner rather than later. When individual states like Massachusetts 
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procure energy projects that have regional significance, it increases the potential for inter-
state conflict. As long as the New England states share an electricity system, they also share a 
decarbonization challenge.   
 
If “all politics is local,” so too is climate policy. Targets for greenhouse gas reductions must 
ultimately translate into change on the ground: the decommissioning of a coal power plant, 
for instance, or the construction of an offshore wind farm. These changes impact people’s 
lives and produce winners and losers. Policymakers and energy developers must be 
conscious of the community-level impacts of energy infrastructure projects. Designing 
processes that integrate stakeholder interests from the start will help build community 
support during the permitting and siting process. A participatory and consensus-oriented 
approach to energy facility siting is practical, because it reduces project risk. But it is also 
democratic, because it ensures the transition to clean energy will not only benefit the climate, 
but local communities as well.  
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